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1. Introduction 

In addressing the disaster at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant, 
following the completion of Step 2 we will be moving from initiatives aimed at 
stabilizing the plant towards initiatives aimed at maintaining those conditions. At 
the same time, we will be taking a medium to long-term approach towards actions 
(removing fuel assemblies stored inside spent fuel pools, removing intra-core fuel 
debris, etc.) necessary for decommissioning the plant.  

To this end, an expert committee was formed by the Atomic Energy Commission 
of Japan in August of this year to consider medium to long-term solutions. In 
addition to identifying the technological challenges and establishing the areas in 
which R&D will be performed, the committee has issued a report that establishes a 
goal to begin the removal of fuel debris within 10 years, while also stating that a 
period of more than 30 years would be required to complete the decommissioning 
process.  

Based on the above report, on November 9 Yukio Edano, the Minister of 
Economy, Trade and the Industry, and Goshi Hosono, the minister in charge of 
nuclear accident settlement and prevention, requested that the Agency of Natural 
Resources and Energy, the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA), and 
TEPCO draft a R&D road map for decommissioning the facility.  

In response, the Agency of Natural Resources and Energy and TEPCO devised 
this R&D road map in collaboration with the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, 
Science and Technology, the Japan Atomic Energy Agency, the Toshiba 
Corporation and Hitachi / Hitachi-GE Nuclear Energy, Ltd., which is a plant 
manufacturer with expertise in and experience with the design and construction of 
TEPCO's Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant.  

This road map is comprised of four sections: the fundamental philosophy behind 
the R&D, the R&D plan, the framework for conducting R&D, and the ideal state of 
international cooperation. All R&D required for the decommissioning of Units 14 
at TEPCO's Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant will be steadily carried out in 
accordance with this road map.  

It is also anticipated that the knowledge and technology gained from this R&D 
will be put to extensive use in the future improvement of decommissioning 
techniques and safety infrastructure at nuclear facilities in Japan and around the 
world.  
 
 
2. Fundamental philosophy behind conducting the R&D 
 
(1) Addressing needs in the field 

The goal of this R&D is to—after completing processes up to Step 2—establish 
methods for effectively maintaining stable conditions at the plant while at the same 
time place prime importance on securing the safety of those working at and 
residing near the facility in coming up with the necessary technological solutions 
required to certainly and efficiently carry out a plan to remove fuel from spent fuel 
pools, remove intra-core fuel debris, and complete other steps in the process of 
decommissioning the plant.  
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This R&D will differ from research normally conducted in that the results of this 
R&D will be used directly in work involved in the decommissioning of TEPCO's 
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. As such, the scope of this R&D will 
include conducting technology demonstrations in the field.  

Thus, we will consistently ascertain the needs of those in the field and see that 
those needs are addressed in R&D at all stages of the R&D plan, from planning to 
execution, while also applying R&D results as quickly and accurately as possible to 
problems in the field.  

When R&D achievements are realized, the determination as to whether or not to 
proceed to the next stage will be made after evaluating the feasibility and validity of 
the technologies developed. We will also coordinate thoroughly with related 
organizations concerning conditions in the field and progress made with R&D and 
work processes, revising plans along the way as needed.  

In particular, as the results of field surveys may find it necessary to use 
completely different technologies, we will be looking into alternate policy ahead of 
time for challenges such as water cutoff technologies that could present 
considerable technical hurdles.  
 
(2) Desired government involvement and support 

The decommissioning of this facility will involve technical challenges the likes of 
which we have yet to experience. The Agency of Natural Resources and Energy 
will therefore be playing a lead role in R&D plan creation and project management, 
and will be coordinating closely with the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, 
Science and Technology as it puts together an R&D framework utilizing the 
expertise of those in Japan and around the world.  

The Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (new regulatory agency) will 
implement safety regulations in accordance with the necessary legislative system 
for tests and demonstrations performed in the field as part of R&D.  

As the organization that established the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant, 
TEPCO assumes responsibility for fieldwork involved in the decommissioning and 
will be moving steadily forward with the decommissioning plan.  
 
(3) Open and flexible framework for action which pools wisdom from Japan and 
abroad  

From planning to execution, at each stage we will be considering how to fully 
apply the technologies and knowledge of experts from Japan and other countries to 
the R&D we will need to conduct to carry out medium and long-term initiatives 
aimed at plant decommissioning.  

It will be critical that we properly evaluate and assess the information and advice 
from, as well as the feasibility of specific collaboration with, government-affiliated 
organizations in other countries, international organizations, and private 
enterprises as we build an R&D framework that is effective and efficient.  
 
3. Research and development road map  

 
We have drafted an R&D road map to address the technological challenges 

needed to be overcome to carry out decommissioning work.  
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We have classified all R&D into "R&D related to the removal of fuel from spent 
fuel pools", "R&D related to preparation for removal of fuel debris", "R&D related to 
processing and disposal of radioactive waste", and "R&D concerning remote 
control devices" and have created the necessary R&D plans for each of these 
categories.  

This road map, like the "Medium to Long-Term Road Map Aimed at 
Decommissioning Units 14 at TEPCO's Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant", 
defines the first R&D phase as the point when Step 2 is completed up to the 
beginning of the removal of fuel from spent fuel pools (to be completed within two 
years as per the current goal). Many preparations aimed at decommissioning will 
be made during this phase, including preparations for beginning the removal of fuel 
from spent fuel pools, beginning the necessary R&D for removing fuel debris, and 
conducting the first field surveys.  

The second phase is defined as the point when the first phase ends up to the 
beginning of fuel debris removal (to be completed within 10 years as per the 
current goal). During this period, many R&D initiatives and primary containment 
vessel repair processes aimed at removing fuel debris will move into full swing. The 
"beginning", "mid", and "end" phases will also be used for the purpose of gauging 
progress during this period.  

The third phase is defined as the point when the second phase ends up to the 
end of decommissioning (30 to 40 years from now as per the current goal). During 
this period, all processes from fuel debris removal to decommissioning will be 
carried out.  

As precise a timeline as possible has been established for actions to be taken 
following FY2015, but the timing and content of measures taken may require major 
revision as a result of field conditions, R&D results, etc. Because there will be 
numerous technical challenges involved in work performed during this period, it will 
be necessary to carry out work in stages based on field conditions, R&D results, 
and safety requirements. Thus, in determining whether or not to move onto the 
next process, it will be critical to consider whether or not to conduct additional R&D 
and to review work processes and procedures. These have been organized into 
holding points and are noted after each related R&D category.  

Concerning R&D into remote dismantling technologies for the sake of 
dismantling reactor facilities, we will continue to look at the necessity of research 
that includes whether or not existing technology can be used after constructing a 
basic database containing information about contamination conditions, etc.  
 
(1) R&D related to the removal of fuel from spent fuel pools 
 
a. Master plan for work concerning the removal of fuel from the spent fuel pools  

In the spent fuel pools installed on the top floors of the reactor buildings at Units 
14, there are currently 3,108 fuel assemblies (of which 2,724 are spent fuel) being 
stored. Although the tsunami temporarily compromised cooling functions, concrete 
pump vehicles were able to inject coolants to the pools, allowing fuel in spent fuel 
pools to continue to be cooled.  

At the beginning, seawater was injected to the spent fuel pools at Unit 2-4 as 
emergency measure. Hydrogen explosion at Unit 1, 3, 4 severely damaged the 
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reactor buildings. And it is also possible that fuels in the spent fuel pools were 
damaged by falling rubbles.  

Currently, the following steps are planned for the fuel removal process.  
1. Remove rubbles from the upper sections of reactor buildings 
2. Install covers (or containers) and install or repair equipment for handling 

fuel 
3. Design and manufacture in-site transport casks and storage canisters 
4. Secure open space in the common storage pool and perform the 

necessary restoration 
5. Remove fuel from spent fuel pools 
6. Store and manage the removed fuel 

 
While work involving the removal of fuel from spent fuel pools can be 

accomplished by using existing technology, it will be necessary to conduct an 
examination of how to safely store for the long-term spent fuel that has been 
submerged in seawater or deformed / damaged. And what would result should it be 
reprocessed, in order to make decisions about how to handle spent fuel going 
forward. We therefore are conducting the below R&D.  
 
b. Areas of research and development   

(1-1) Evaluation of the Long-term Integrity of Fuel Assemblies Removed from 
the Spent Fuel Pool (FY20112015)  

<Objective> 
 As fuel assemblies in spent fuel pools were exposed to seawater and 

possibly damaged, assessment of the impact of safe and long-term 
storage is required.  

<Overview> 
 Based on the actual condition of removed fuel assemblies, we will 

perform an assessment of the structural integrity of assemblies 
exposed to seawater through corrosion testing and devise 
anticorrosion measures.  

(1-2) Examination of Methods for Processing Damaged Fuel, etc. Removed 
from the Spent Fuel Pool (FY20132017) 

<Objective> 
 Fuel assemblies (Units 24) stored in spent fuel pools were exposed to 

seawater, and those at Units 1, 3, and 4 are possibly damaged due to 
falling rubbles. It will be necessary to examine the impact on 
reprocessing operation, such as the preprocessing and chemical 
treatment processes.  

<Overview> 
 Investigating the impact of spent fuel that was damaged or exposed to 

seawater on the chemical treatment, waste treatment, and product 
collect processes. Examining processing methods, and establishing 
criteria for the feasibility of preprocessing and reprocessing will 
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facilitate investigation into methods of processing these fuel 
assemblies.  

(HP-1) Determination of methods for reprocessing and storing spent fuel 
○ Future processing and storage methods for spent fuel removed from 

the spent fuel pools will be decided on the basis of assessment of its 
long-term soundness and the results of research and development into 
its reprocessing. [Second Phase (end)] 

 
(2) R&D related to preparation for removal of fuel debris 
 
a. Master plan for work concerning fuel debris removal preparations  

Core meltdown is suspected to have occurred at Units 13 at the Fukushima 
Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. That is, the possibility exists that nuclear fuel melted 
together with core internals and re-solidified (became fuel debris) and that such 
debris is present in the bottom sections of reactor pressure vessels and inside 
primary containment vessels.  

Collaborating organizations are currently using numerical calculation simulations 
of reactor conditions to analyze the degree of fuel debris present while working to 
further improve the precision of these efforts. It will be critical to use the results of 
these analyses as a reference and verify actual field conditions and samples.  

While we do not yet have a detailed picture of the location or characteristics of 
fuel debris, or of where damage has been done to primary containment vessels 
and reactor pressure vessels, operational procedures aimed at removing fuel 
debris will be similar to those employed at Unit 2 of the Three Mile Island Nuclear 
Generating Station (hereinafter "TMI-2"). That is, we drafted the R&D plan with the 
underlying intent to remove fuel debris after submerging it in water in order to 
reduce radiation exposure as work is performed.  

 
The following are the fuel debris removal procedures planned at the present 

time.  
1. Decontamination of the reactor building interiors  
2. Inspections of areas with leakages inside primary containment vessels 
3. Reactor building water cutoff, and primary containment vessel 

underside repair 
4. Partially filling up the primary containment vessels with water 
5. Inspections and samplings of primary containment vessel interiors 
6. Repairs to the upper sections of primary containment vessels 
7. Filling up primary containment vessels and reactor pressure vessels 

with water 
8. Reactor core internal investigation and sampling 
9. Fuel debris removal technology preparation, and removal work 
10. Safe storage, processing, and disposal of removed fuel debris  
 

b. Areas of research and development  
<R&D aimed at the removal of fuel debris> 

1. Fuel debris removal using remote control equipment and devices 
In order to perform work in the currently highly radioactive interiors of reactor 
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buildings at Units 13 at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant, 
decontamination procedures will need to be performed. We will also need to 
identify and repair damaged areas in primary containment vessels in harsh 
environments that are narrow and highly radioactive in order to remove fuel 
debris while underwater. To this end, in addition to developing new 
technologies and work methods, we will also be developing methods and 
equipment that will help to determine the locations and conditions of fuel debris 
and to remove this debris.  
 

(2-(1)-1) Development of Technologies for Remote Decontamination of the 
Reactor Building Interior (FY20112013) 

<Objective> 
 Exposure must be minimized while making it possible for workers to 

access certain areas to conduct investigations of leakages, perform 
repairs, and carry out other work necessary to remove fuel debris.  

<Overview> 
 As far as field conditions and other factors allow, in addition to 

estimating and evaluating the extent of contamination, we will be 
performing decontamination testing via simulated contamination after 
determining which decontamination technologies can be used. We will 
develop decontamination systems alongside the development of 
remote control devices, conduct verification tests on actual equipment 
through mock-up tests, assess their ability to remove contamination, 
and make any needed improvements to actual equipment.  

(2-(1)-2) Development of Technologies for Identifying Leak Areas in the PCV 
(FY20112014) 

<Objective> 
 Performing the underwater fuel debris removal will require repairing 

leaks in primary containment vessels and filling them up with water. 
Before this, inspections will be conducted to identify primary 
containment vessel leakages.  

<Overview> 
 As leakages are expected to be in areas that may be highly radioactive, 

underwater and in narrow sections, we will be developing technologies 
for accessing these areas via remote control and technologies for 
detecting leakages.  

(2-(1)-3) Development of PCV Repair Technologies (FY20112017) 

<Objective> 
 We will repair any identified leakages, stop any leakages between the 

reactor buildings and turbine buildings, and set up boundaries for 
partial filling up of the bottom sections of primary containment vessels.  

<Overview> 
 As leakages are expected to be in areas that may be highly radioactive, 
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underwater and in narrow sections, we will be developing technologies 
and methods for accessing and repairing these leakages via remote 
control. The development of methods for repairing primary containment 
vessels will be a necessary step in the process of removing fuel debris, 
and we assume there will be major technological difficulties involved. 
We therefore assume difficulties will be encountered in the 
development of repair technologies based on the results of inspections 
of primary containment vessel leakages, and will be moving forward 
with the development of repair methods as we look at alternative 
methods along the way.  

(HP-2): Determination methods for repairing lower parts of PCV, determining 
water stop method  

○ Through inspections of primary containment vessel leakages, we will 
identify leaks and conditions present in the lower parts of primary 
containment vessels and building basement levels and verify that the 
development of the methods and equipment required to repair these 
parts has been completed. At the same time, we will verify the extent to 
which these technologies can be used, and that circulating coolant can 
be removed from these areas, etc. before determining when to begin 
repair work (water cutoff) in these areas.  

○ At this time, we will also decide the Unit order for the repair of these 
parts based on the locations of leakages, which will allow us to conduct 
primary evaluations of Unit order for the removal of fuel debris. [Second 
Phase (beginning)] 

 

(HP-4) Determining methods to repair upper parts of PCV  
○ Once the areas requiring repair in these sections are identified and we 

verify that the development of the necessary methods and equipment 
has been completed, we will determine when to begin repair work on 
the upper parts of the primary containment vessels. Depending on R&D 
progress and on site conditions and number of personnel required, it 
may be possible to perform these repairs in tandem with repairs to the 
bottom parts of primary containment vessels. [Second Phase (mid)] 

 

(2-(1)-4) Development of Technologies for Investigation of the PCV Interior 
(FY20112016) 

<Objective> 
 As the current amount of fuel debris is unknown, we will need to survey 

the locations and conditions of fuel debris inside primary containment 
vessels in preparation for removing said debris while verifying the 
status of pedestals, etc. supporting reactor pressure vessels.  

<Overview> 
 In our surveys to determine the locations and conditions of fuel debris, 

we will be making estimates about certain factors using plant 
parameter measurements, simulation analyses, etc. In the 
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development of technologies for surveying primary containment vessel 
interiors, we will be taking into account the environment (narrow 
spaces, high radioactivity, etc.) in designing and manufacturing 
inspection equipment after determining the kinds of technologies that 
can be used. Concurrently, we will examine measures for ensuring no 
radioactive substances are dispersed while surveying work is being 
performed.  

(HP-3) Completion of flooding of lower parts of PCV, determining PCV internal 
investigation methods 

○ In determining when to begin internal investigations of PCVs, we will 
first verify that both the repair of any leakages present in the lower parts 
of the primary containment vessels and the filling of these vessels have 
been completed, and that internal investigation methods and the 
development of any necessary equipment has been completed. 
[Second Phase (mid)] 

 

(2-(1)-5) Development of Technologies for Investigation of the RPV Interior 
(FY20132019) 

<Objective> 
 We need to ascertain conditions inside reactor pressure vessels 

(concerning fuel debris, damage to reactor interiors, status of 
decontamination equipment, etc.) in preparation for removing fuel 
debris.  

<Overview> 
 In order to survey fuel debris conditions and other aspects of reactor 

pressure vessel interiors, we will be looking at technologies that can be 
used in the expected environments (highly-radioactive, 
high-temperature, highly-humid, etc. environments). We will design 
and manufacture devices for surveying pressure vessel interiors based 
on the results of primary containment vessel interior surveys.  

(HP-5) Completion of flooding of upper parts of PCV, determining RPV internal 
investigation methods  

○ In determining when to begin opening of the top lids on RPVs and 
reactor inspections, we will first verify that water has been pumped in up 
to the upper parts of PCVs (including the reactor pressure vessels), that 
reactor building containers have been created or covers modified to 
create confined spaces, and that the development of methods and 
equipment for inspecting reactors has been completed [Second Phase 
(end)] 

  

(2-(1)-6) Development of Methods and Devices for the Removal of Fuel Debris 
and Internal Structures in the Reactor (FY20152021)  

<Objective> 
 We will use TMI-2 as a reference in proceeding with fuel debris 
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removal work. However, whereas the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Plant has boiling water reactors (BWR), TMI-2 has pressurized 
water reactors (PWR). As we anticipate that there is a large amount of 
core structures inside reactor pressure vessels and that some fuel 
debris has moved into primary containment vessels, we will need to 
develop technologies aimed at methods for removing this fuel debris.  

<Overview> 
 After determining the technologies that can be used by looking at 

TMI-2 and other events, we will examine methods for removing fuel 
debris at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant and design and 
manufacture the necessary devices based on the results of 
investigations of reactor pressure vessel interiors. Following our 
mock-up tests, we will use these devices in fuel debris removal 
procedures as we continue to assess and improve their performance.  

(2-(1)-7) Development of Technologies for the Containment, Transport and 
Storage of Reactor Fuel Debris (FY20132019) 

<Objective> 
 Unlike the situation at TMI-2, fuel debris at the Fukushima Daiichi 

Nuclear Power Plant has been submerged in seawater the degree of 
burn up is high. We will therefore need to develop new storage 
containers in light of the unique characteristics of this fuel debris.  

<Overview> 
 We will investigate the technologies that can be used to contain, 

transport, and store fuel debris that has been submerged in seawater 
and choose the materials to be used for the containers. We will 
examine storage methods appropriate for the form of the fuel debris as 
well as its molten state, manufacturing equipment to handle it and 
containers to store it in and conducting mock-up tests. After examining 
methods for efficiently transporting and storing the fuel debris and 
designing and manufacturing the required equipment, we will conduct a 
mock-up tests while conducting assessments and making 
improvements.  

 

(HP6) Determining fuel debris removal methods and completion of preparation 
of fuel debris containers, etc.  

○ In determining when to begin fuel debris removal, we will first look at the 
results of internal inspections of PCVs and reactor pressure vessels to 
verify that the development of fuel debris removal methods and 
equipment, as well as storage containers (storage canisters) needed for 
removal, has been completed and that there are places to store the 
removed fuel debris. [Goal: within 10 years] 

(2-(1)-8) Development of Technologies for Assessment of RPV/PCV Integrity 
(FY20112016) 

<Objective> 
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 We anticipate that reactor pressure vessels and primary containment 
vessels exposed to seawater will continue to remain in diluted 
seawater environments for a long time to come. We will need to ensure 
the health of equipment up until fuel debris removal while continuing to 
provide stable cooling.  

 We will also need to verify the impact of the history of high 
temperatures and seawater immersion on reinforced concrete 
structures supporting reactor pressure vessels and primary 
containment vessels.  

<Overview> 
 We will acquire corrosion data necessary for making suitable 

assessments and forecasts concerning the progress of corrosion 
degradation related to reactor pressure vessels and primary 
containment vessels. Workers will acquire data on reinforcement 
corrosion and concrete degradation for reinforced concrete structures 
and perform structural integrity assessments. We will also apply 
measures to control corrosion and degradation and verify the results.  

(2-(1)-9) Development of Technologies for Controlling Fuel Debris Criticality 
(FY20122018) 

<Objective> 
 Criticalities will need to be prevented for even situations where water 

levels or the form of fuel debris have changed as a result of water 
injection or removal work. This therefore requires we develop 
pre-criticality assessment and monitoring technologies.  

<Overview> 
 We will develop analysis methods that allow criticality assessment in 

response to changes concerning water injection requirements or 
intra-reactor conditions. We will also develop a criticality monitor that 
can be used in effluent treatment and cooling. Based on results of 
primary containment vessel interior investigations, we will develop as 
needed a criticality monitor via neutron detection for reactor interiors. 
We will also develop a neutron absorption material that can be used 
during work involving the removal, transport, and storage of fuel debris 
as we examine methods for using it.  

 
2. Ascertaining and analyzing reactor core status  

While damaged fuel is currently being cooled in a stable manner, a means 
to estimate the extent of damage done to the actual reactor cores will 
provide information required to plan medium and long-term 
countermeasures and devising safety measures. Unfortunately, direct 
observation of reactor damage is problematic due to high radioactivity, and 
there is a high level of uncertainty with current numerical calculation 
simulations. We will thus need to continue developing technologies for 
improving the precision of numerical calculation simulation estimates.  
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(2-(2)-1) Further Advancement of Technologies for Analysis of Accident 
Progression to enable Understanding of Status of Reactor Interiors (FY2011 
2020) 

<Objective> 
 In the course of examining methods for investigating and removing fuel 

debris, it will be advantageous to conduct assessments beforehand 
based by means of analysis codes. We will enhance and standardize 
severe accident analysis codes by using plant behavior analyses and 
analysis codes to conduct accident progression analyses and tests to 
elucidate phenomena based on actual data from the Fukushima Daiichi 
Nuclear Power Plant. This will allow us to conduct assessments of the 
positioning and distribution of fuel debris through investigations into 
core meltdown behavior and primary containment vessel interior 
behavior and ascertain detailed information about conditions inside the 
reactors.  

<Overview> 
 We will incorporate the results of accident progression analyses and 

surveys concerning reactor pressure vessel and primary containment 
vessel interiors into model development and conduct thorough 
validation necessary for standard severe accident analysis codes.  

 
3. Ascertaining the characteristics of and preparing to process fuel debris 
R&D into processing fuel debris will move into actual operation after we are 
able to remove some of the debris. To do this, it will be best to acquire basic 
and fundamental data after first prediction on the characteristics of the debris. 
Acquiring basic data will take time therefore; we will need to proceed with 
systematical development.  

(2-(3)-1) Study of Characteristics using Simulated Fuel Debris (FY20112015) 

<Objective> 
 Before beginning actual fuel debris removal and processing, we 

believe it will be beneficial to first examine specific methods for 
removing, processing and performing assessments using simulated 
debris. As the circumstances of the accident that occurred at 
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant differs from those at TMI-2 
(seawater exposure, duration of meltdown, etc.), we will need to 
manufacture simulated fuel debris based on past studies.  

<Overview> 
 We will manufacture simulated fuel debris based on past accidents at 

the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant and acquire data 
concerning fuel debris characteristics (mechanical and chemical 
characteristics). We will also compare these characteristics with TMI-2 
debris and consider the information that will be useful for actual fuel 
debris removal.  

(2-(3)-2) Analysis of Properties of Actual Fuel Debris (FY20152020) 
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<Objective> 
 When examining the safety of long-term storage of fuel debris and how 

to process and dispose of it after it is removed, we will need to 
ascertain the solubility, chemical stability, and other chemical 
characteristics of the fuel debris.  

<Overview> 
 We will conduct analyses of the mechanical and chemical 

characteristics of actual fuel debris removed from inside and outside of 
reactor cores.  

(2-(3)-3) Development of Technologies for Processing of Fuel Debris 
(FY20112020) 

<Objective> 
 To gain insights into how best to process and dispose of fuel debris 

after it is removed, we will need to examine the feasibility of using 
existing processing technologies and look at disposal technologies.  

<Overview> 
 We will evaluate the feasibility of both wet and dry processing using 

simulated debris and actual debris sample. We will examine whether or 
not to create waste form from both waste which generated through 
processing and that of directly disposal of, as well as the applicability of 
disposing of such wastes.  

(HP-7) Determination methods for treatment and disposal of fuel debris 
○ We will act in conformity with any related R&D and national policy in 

devising methods for the future processing and disposal of removed 
fuel debris. [Third Phase] 

 

(2-(3)-4) Establishment of a new accountancy method for Fuel Debris 
(FY20112020) 

<Objective> 
 With fuel debris, the standard nuclear material accountancy method 

where 1 fuel assembly = 1 unit does not apply. Before removing and 
storing fuel debris, a new nuclear material accountancy method should 
be developed for the transparent and efficient removal of fuel debris.  

<Overview> 
 After analyzing the existing nuclear material management technologies 

and methods used during the TMI-2 and Chernobyl accidents, 
measurement technologies and accountancy method should be 
developed for assessing the weight of nuclear material inside the fuel 
debris. We will be coordinating closely with the IAEA and other related 
organizations in this scheme.  

  
 

＊ Nuclear material accountancy: a method for accurately controlling the shape, volume, and 
transferring during a fixed period of nuclear material inside nuclear facilities to prevent it 
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from being used in nuclear weapons.  
  
 
(3) R&D related to processing and disposal of radioactive waste 
a. Master plan for work concerning the processing and disposal of radioactive 
waste  

Hydrogen explosions at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant have 
produced highly contaminated rubble both inside and outside the buildings, and 
radioactive waste (zeolite waste, sludge, etc.) is being generated as a result of 
processing the contaminated reactor core coolant that has leaked out. As this 
waste is characteristically different from that usually produced, we will first analyze 
and understand these characteristics and then work to safely process and dispose 
of it based on our findings. We expect this processing and disposal to require an 
extended period of time, and so will be properly storing and managing the waste in 
the meantime.  

Dismantling waste generated as a result of future decommissioning will also be 
processed and disposed of based on surveys into facility contamination conditions 
and examinations of dismantling methods.  
 
b. Areas of research and development  

We will need to set a projection concerning technologies for processing and 
disposing of rubble and secondary waste being generated from contaminated 
water processing while also establishing a policy for safely storing it in the long 
term. We will look into the feasibility of applying existing disposal methods in this 
endeavor, and will need to develop new technologies for the processing and 
disposal of any waste for which existing methods cannot be used.  

Concerning the processing and disposal of all waste resulting from the above 
and from reactor facility dismantling, we will draft an R&D plan that will ensure a 
rational flow to the entire process, after which we will conduct R&D in line with the 
plan presented here.  

 

(3-1) Development of Technologies for the Processing and Disposal of 
Secondary Waste produced by the Treatment of Contaminated Water (from 
2011 on) 

<Objective> 
 Secondary waste generated from contaminated water treatment will 

need to be turned into waste package and disposed of after 
intermediate storage. In order to safely and rationally process and 
dispose of radioactive waste, we will be conducting R&D focused on 
waste disposal. This will include evaluating the characteristics and 
safety implications of any secondary waste generated, examining the 
idea of waste conditioning, and determining optimal disposal methods.  

<Overview> 
 In addition to assessing characteristics (amount produced, chemical 

composition, radioactive concentration, heat release value, etc.) of 
secondary waste in the form of zeolite waste, sludge, and concentrated 
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liquid waste, we will examine methods for the long-term storage of this 
waste while taking into account safety evaluation for hydrogen gas 
generation and heat generation, seawater exposure, and high 
radioactivity, etc. We will also look into turning waste into waste bodies 
and evaluating the characteristics of these packages (their strength, 
leaching behavior, heat resistance) as we examine a scheme for their 
disposal.  

(3-2) Development of Technologies for the Processing and Disposal of 
Radioactive Waste (from 2011 on) 

<Objective> 
 Debris, dismantling waste produced from future plant decommissioning, 

and decontamination effluents produced in the course of building and 
system decontamination at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant 
significantly differ from the radioactive waste normally produced in 
terms of characteristics and composition, requiring that we conduct 
studies and R&D into technologies needed to dispose of this waste.  

<Overview> 
 Just as we will be developing technologies for the processing and 

disposal of secondary waste resulting from contaminated water 
treatment, we will be looking into developing technologies to turn waste 
into waste packages and examining the potential for applying existing 
disposal concepts.  

 There is a possibility that existing disposal concepts may not be 
applicable for rubble, secondary waste resulting from water treatment, 
dismantling waste, decontamination effluents and other radioactive 
waste to be processed and disposed of. We will thus be conducting 
R&D into new processing and disposal technologies, a process that will 
include devising new disposal concepts as the case may require.  

(HP-8) Verification of applicability of existing concepts in response to waste 
characteristics 

○ Based on the results of research into waste characteristics, we will be 
verifying the possibility of applying previously examined disposal 
concepts to the situation.  

○ As it may be problematic to apply existing disposal concepts to some 
waste, including highly-saline waste, we may need to examine new 
waste processing and disposal strategies (constructing engineered 
barriers, etc.), devise R&D plans, and begin researching. [Second 
Phase (mid)] 

(HP-9) Verification of prospects for safety of waste during processing and 
disposal  

○ We will verify that safety can be assured concerning the processing and 
disposing of waste generated after the accident based on the possibility 
of completing development of required technologies. We will also be 
gathering information needed to construct a safety regulation 
framework for waste processing and disposal.  

○ We anticipate that fuel debris removal and dismantling work will yield 
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new information concerning waste characteristics. As it is also possible 
that decontamination performed during work will produce new waste, 
we will continue with R&D and improve the safety of processing and 
disposal methods as the situation requires. [Second Phase (end)] 

(HP-10) Determination of specifications / method to produce of waste 
packages 

○ Based on the results of R&D into radioactive waste processing and 
disposal, we will be constructing a regulatory framework and outlining 
conditions (waste packages specs, site requirements demanded by 
disposal sites, and disposal site design requirements) for waste 
processing and disposal, as the case requires.  

○ We will then establish specifications and conditioning methods for 
waste packages based on the above conditions. [Third Phase] 

(HP-11) Installation of equipment for production of waste packages and 
securing of firm prospects for disposal 

○ After completing the installation of production equipment for producing 
waste packages and verifying the ability to dispose of them, we will 
begin production and carry them out of the facility. [Third Phase] 

 
(4) Research and development into remote control equipment and devices 

We expect a variety of work focused on preparing to remove fuel debris 
(decontamination, various surveys, repairs, etc.) will need to be performed inside 
reactor buildings. However, as there are currently numerous highly radioactive 
areas to which workers have only limited access, remote control devices and 
technologies will need to be developed to enable work to be conducted in this 
environment as planned.  

Due to the fact that these remote-control technologies will be applied to a variety 
of different work inside reactor buildings, it will be critical to identify individual work 
needs, construct a shared platform (consisting of shared elemental technologies 
and basic technologies) and take a holistic approach.  

In the event that the development of a shared technology platform required to 
develop remote-control equipment and devices is conducted at a specialized R&D 
institute or other such organization, we will work closely with these institutions and 
make use of the resulting technologies.  

  
4. Framework for conducting research and development   
(1) Fundamental philosophy behind the framework for conducting research and 
development 

The tasks to be undertaken will present major challenges almost completely 
without precedent in the world. As such, we will be pooling the wisdom of experts in 
the industry internationally and constructing a framework to enable a flexible and 
agile approach to these issues.  

To make steady and effective progress forward with individual R&D projects, we 
will put together an organization tasked with overall management which will 
conduct appropriate assessments of all R&D projects and take a flexible approach 
to reviewing and partially revising or abolishing plans or the project framework 
based on overall progress.  
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We will also need to quickly and appropriately share information about situations 
in the field at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant as well as project needs 
and the results of applying newly developed methods and other technologies as we 
flexibly review plans to tackle individual R&D challenges.  

 
(2) Research and development action framework 

1. Objectives and roles 
In order to give comprehensive and intensive focus to R&D involving 

medium and long-term measures aimed at the decommissioning of Units 
14 at Tokyo Electric Power Company's Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power 
Plant, we have formed the "Research and Development Headquarters" 
(hereinafter "R&D Headquarters") which will be planning and performing 
overall fine-tuning of R&D efforts.  

 
2. R&D Headquarters Composition  

The R&D Headquarters is comprised of the Agency of Natural Resources 
and Energy, the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 
Technology, the Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA), TEPCO and the 
Toshiba Corporation and Hitachi ,Ltd / Hitachi-GE Nuclear Energy, Ltd., 
which are a plant manufacturer with extensive expertise in and experience 
with the design and construction of TEPCO's Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Plant, in addition to other persons with relevant knowledge and 
experience. 

As the administrative organization of the R&D Headquarters, the 
Japanese government will assign a suitable individual to the position of the 
Director of R&D Headquarters, whose role will be to provide R&D 
management. It will also appoint a deputy director of R&D Headquarters to 
assist the Director. It will also establish in the R&D Headquarters offices 
needed to carry out the duties of the abovementioned R&D projects.  

In addition to drafting an overall R&D plan, the R&D Headquarters will 
perform comprehensive assessments of evaluations of progress made by 
working teams in each field, conduct research project prioritization and 
budgetary allocation, and make decisions that will have profound impact on 
how projects are run and on the overall coordination of the challenges 
being addressed by each team.  
 
3. Working teams 

Japanese Government and TEPCO will establish the below working 
teams and sub working teams in the R&D Headquarters while planning and 
providing overall coordination of R&D in each field.  

With a view to providing across-the-board management of R&D projects 
for each field, we will draft R&D plans for these fields in addition to 
providing the necessary instruction for each of these projects. Specifically, 
we will approve action plans being considered for each R&D project and 
assess progress while requesting revisions as needed.  

 
(A) Working team for spent fuel pool countermeasures 
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(B) Working team for preparation of fuel debris removal 
 Sub-working team for equipment/device development, etc. 
 Sub-working team for core status assessment and 

analysis 
 Sub-working team for fuel debris property assessment and 

treatment preparation 
(C) Working team for radioactive waste processing and disposal 
(D) Joint task force for remote technologies (cross-field matters) 

 
4. Administrative office 

We will establish an administrative office which will be comprised of 
representatives from related organizations and which will oversee clerical 
work pertaining to overall management of R&D. The Agency of Natural 
Resources and Energy will act as executive secretary.  

As it will also be important to coordinate closely with workers in the field, 
administrative offices for each working team will be supervised by TEPCO, 
which oversees work in the field.  

We will also assign supervisors for each working team who will carry out 
information infrastructure building activities to facilitate the effective and 
efficient execution of R&D projects. While coordinating with administrative 
office personnel, the supervisors will manage the collection, organization, 
and sharing of information concerning both internal and external related 
technologies and will perform duties including coordinating cooperative 
efforts with related research institutions and other overseas organizations.  

 
5. Ideal state of international cooperation   

As stated above, it will be necessary to pool both domestic and international 
wisdom in order to efficiently and effectively execute medium and long-term 
strategies aimed at decommissioning Units 14 at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Plant. To this end, in addition to acquiring technical knowledge from a wide 
variety of fields in Japan, as collaborating with international organizations will be 
critical, we will also be utilizing the expertise and experience of these 
organizations concerning measures taken with the TMI-2 and Chernobyl 
accidents.  

・ To apply the world's expertise to a host of unprecedented and difficult 
challenges, we will be publicizing and sharing in a timely fashion a wide 
array of information concerning the status of plans and initiatives 
regarding all medium and long-term measures including R&D 
challenges.  

・ We will be accurately assessing the possibility of concrete collaborative 
efforts with foreign governmental organizations, international 
organizations, and private enterprises to receive information and advice 
as well as financial support, and will work to conduct R&D effectively 
and efficiently. We will also be taking a flexible and agile approach to 
incorporating devices and systems that have proved useful overseas. 
However, we will not be merely purchasing equipment and systems 
from overseas; full consideration will be given to long-term reliability and 
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achieving compatibility with domestic technologies.  
・ The wisdom and expertise acquired through R&D will contribute to the 

technological capabilities of participating domestic corporations and 
research institutions. It will also be of benefit not only in responding to 
the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant accident, but also in 
reinforcing a safety infrastructure for future nuclear facility 
decommissionings internationally. For these reasons, this wisdom and 
expertise will be treated as achievements that include intellectual 
property.  

 
At the same time, we recognize our responsibility to the international community 

for the accident our country has caused and the obligation to proactively share 
information with the world so that we can gather knowledge from Japan and abroad 
and apply it towards the many issues we will face as we move forward. To this end, 
it will be vital that we share research plans and achievements at international 
conferences and other such events. We may also establish an international R&D 
center which we will take full advantage of in seeing these initiatives through.  

There are a number of areas of research where leading researchers from around 
the world could be invited to Japan to work on. In decommissioning work, for 
example, there is a need to develop technologies to analyze the characteristics of 
and process fuel debris, technologies to perform environmental analyses and 
radioactive substance diffusion surveys for soil and seawater in areas around 
power plants, and environmental cleanup technologies.  

The resulting R&D base could also become one of the world's leading 
international centers for developing remote-control equipment and devices 
because the harsh environments of Fukushima Daiichi are the only place where 
such technologies can be demonstrated.   

Over the course of about a year, we will continue to examine the specifics of a 
concept for constructing an R&D base as we take concrete action in beginning 
R&D.  
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<Attached Documentation> 
Attachment 1: R&D Master Plan 
Attachment 2: Image of Main R&D Issues Related to Fuel Debris Removal 
Attachment 3: Image of R&D Issues Related to Radioactive Waste Processing and Disposal 
Attachment 4: R&D Headquarters Framework 
Attachment 5: Areas of R&D (one page per area) 

(1-1) Evaluation of the Long-term Integrity of Fuel Assemblies Removed from the Spent Fuel 
Pool 

(1-2) Examination of Methods for Processing Damaged Fuel, etc. Removed from the Spent 
Fuel Pool  

(2-(1)-1) Development of Technologies for Remote Decontamination of the Reactor Building 
Interior 

(2-(1)-2) Development of Technologies for Identifying Leak Areas in the PCV 
(2-(1)-3) Development of PCV Repair Technologies 
(2-(1)-4) Development of Technologies for Investigation of the PCV Interior 
(2-(1)-5) Development of Technologies for Investigation of the RPV Interior 
(2-(1)-6) Development of Methods and Devices for the Removal of Fuel Debris and Internal 

Structures in the Reactor 
(2-(1)-7) Development of Technologies for the Containment, Transport and Storage of 

Reactor Fuel Debris 
(2-(1)-8) Development of Technologies for Assessment of RPV/PCV Integrity 
(2-(1)-9) Development of Technologies for Controlling Fuel Debris Criticality 
(2-(2)-1) Further Advancement of Technologies for Analysis of Accident Progression to 

enable Understanding of Status of Reactor Interiors 
(2-(3)-1) Study of Characteristics using Simulated Fuel Debris 
(2-(3)-2) Analysis of Properties of Actual Fuel Debris 
(2-(3)-3) Development of Technologies for Processing of Fuel Debris 
(2-(3)-4) Formulation of Method for Quantification Management of Fuel Debris 
(3-1) Development of Technologies for the Processing and Disposal of Secondary Waste 

produced by the Treatment of Contaminated Water 
(3-2) Development of Technologies for the Processing and Disposal of Radioactive Waste 

 

 
 



[Provisional Translation]

Research and Development Roadmap for the Decommissioning of Units 1-4 of Tokyo Electric Power Company's Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station 

FY ２０１２ FY ２０１３ FY ２０１４ FY ２０１５ FY ２０１６  FY ２０１７ FY ２０１８ FY ２０１９  FY ２０２０   FY ２０２１ 

Removal of fuel
from pools

Decontaminatio
n of building
interiors

Survey of leaks
in PCV

Shutdown of
water in
buildings

Repair of PCV

Filling water of
PCV/pressure
vessels

Survey of PCV
/ Survey of
interiors of
reactors and
collection of
samples

Upgrading of
technologies for
removal of fuel
debris

Work for
removal of fuel
debris

Stable storage,
processing and
disposal of fuel
debris following
removal

Maintenance of
soundness of
pressure
vessels/PCV

Determination
of status of
interiors of
reactors

Management of
radioactive
waste

Processing and
disposal of
radioactive
waste
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Attachment １

Period by when fuel removal from SFP starated

Phase 1 　　

(Late Period)(Prior Period) (Middle Period)

Phase 3 Phase 2

Period by when fuel debris removal started
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Main event 

Period till end of
decommissioning

　　Removal of fuel from pools

Removal of rubble   / Installation of covers for removal of spent fuel pool  covers  / Procurement of containers for transportation  /
Installation or repair of equipment for handling of fuel

Preparation for receipt of common pools （Installation of casks / Removal of fuel / Improvement of facilities, etc.)

　　Storage / Management

▼Step2 Completion
SFP Fuel Removal Start （Unit ４)

▽

(1-2) Examination of Methods for Processing Damaged Fuel, etc. Removed from the Spent Fuel Pool

Case studies concerning damaged fuel, etc.

Study of effect on chemical processing procedures, etc. for damaged fuel,.  etc.

Study of criteria for judgment of damaged fuel, etc.

Studies related to handling of damaged fuel

Fuel Debris Removal Start(First unit) ▽

Evaluation of
applicability to actual

i(2-(1)-1) Development of Technologies for Remote Decontamination of the Reactor Building Interior

Evaluation of
applicability to actual

it

Estimation of status of contamination / Collection of basic data
Organization of decontamination technologies
study of concepts

Design, manufacture and testing of remote decontamination equipment, etc.

Fuel Debris Removal Completed (All units) ▽
Decommissioning Completed (All units) ▽

After 20-25
years

After 30-40
years

(1-1) Evaluation of the Long-term Integrity of Fuel Assemblies Removed from the Spent Fuel Pool
Basic tests related to evaluation of long-term reliability

　　Decontamination of buildings, shielding, etc.

　PCV Leakage Point Investigation(2-(1)-2) Development of
Technologies for Identifying Leak
Areas in the PCV
Study of survey methods / Design of survey equipment

Evaluation of applicability to actual

（２－①ー３） 水張り技術の開発（補修・充てん等）及び工法・装置開発

Evaluation of
applicability to actual

units (Lower part)

Study of alternative work methods

Study of repair methods / Design, manufacture and improvement of repair equipment (For upper part)

Repair the PCV's Upper Part
/Flooding the Lower Part

(2-(1)-4) Development of Technologies for Investigation of the PCV
I t iSurvey of existing technologies / Drafting of survey plan

Study of access methods / Development, design and manufacture of equipment

Development, design and manufacture of inspection equipment

Measures to prevent dispersion of radioactive substances

Mock-up tests

(2-(1)-5) Development of Technologies for Investigation of the RPV Interior

Drafting of survey plans
Study of access methods / Development, design and manufacture of survey equipment

Development and manufacture of technologies for sampling of fuel debris

Improvement

Combined tests

Determine Reprocessing/
Storage Measures of Spent Fuels

PCV Internal Investigation
and sampling

RPV Internal
Investigation and

sampling

(2-(1)-7) Development of Technologies for the Containment, Transport and Storage of Reactor Fuel Debris
Survey of existing technologies Study of storage systems for fuel debris / Development of safety evaluation

technologies based on results of preliminary surveys
Development of containment technologies for reactor fuel debris / Development of technologies for transportation and storage of drums

(2-(3)-4) Formulation of Method for Quantification Management of Fuel Debris

Application of corrosion control agents

(2-(1)-8) Development of Technologies for Assessment of RPV/PCV Integrity Evaluation of applicability to actual
it

Proving tests of corrosion control agents
Evaluation of remaining life / extension of life of structures

Development of corrosion control systems

Drafting of plans

Repair / Corrosion Prevention measures

(2-(1)-9) Development of Technologies for Controlling Debris Criticality

(2-(1)-6) Development of Methods and Devices for the Removal of Debris and Internal Structures in the Reactor

Proposal of removal methods based on results of preliminary surveys

Development of technologies for removal of fuel debris from interior of reactors

Development of technologies for removal of fuel debris which has migrated to PCV

Mock-up tests

Evaluation of criticality

Development of technologies for prevention of criticality

Monitoring of criticality for liquid waste processing equipment / cooling equipment

(2-(3)-1) Study of Characteristics using Simulated Fuel Debris
(2-(3)-2) Analysis of Properties of Actual Fuel Debris
(2-(3)-3) Development of Technologies for Processing of Fuel Debris
Manufacture of mock-up fuel debris

Evaluation of characteristics of mock-up fuel debris
Comparison with TMI fuel debris

Analysis of characteristics of actual furel debris

Evaluation of existing technologies

Development of system for detection of reactor recriticality

Mock-up tests

Manufacture/improvement of survey equipment

Improvement

Improvement

Corrosion tests on pressure vessels, PCV, etc.

HP
1

Repair the PCV's Lower Part/Stopping Interbuilding
Leakage/Flooding the Lower Part
Lower part of PCV
Determine Repair Method/Determine Water Stop Method

HP
2

HP
5

HP
6

HP
3

HP
7

HP
4

Complete Flooding PCV's Upper Part
Determine RPV Internal Inspection Method

Determine Repair Method
at upper part of PCV

Complete Flooding PCV's Lower Part
Determine PCV Internal Inspection Method

Determine Fuel Debris Removal Method
Complete Preparations of Fuel Debris Container etc

Determine
Processing/Disposal Method
of Fuel Debris

(2-(1)-3) Development of PCV  Repair Technologies

Within 10 years

(2-(2)-1) Further Advancement of Technologies for Analysis of Accident Progression to enable Understanding of Status of Reactor Interiors

　 ：　Onsite work

：　R&D

Transportation

Removal of fuel debris

Storage of fuel debris ⇒
Transportation

Study of repair methods / Design, manufacture and improvement of repair equipment (For lower part)

Reflection in design of containers for use in reactor buildings, etc.  (specifications of drums, methods of  transportation, etc.)

Evaluation of
applicability to actual

units (Upper part)

Evaluation of applicability to
actual unit

Improvement

Mock-up tests

(3-1) Development of Technologies for the Processing and Disposal of Secondary Waste produced by the Processing of Contaminated Water
Survey of characteristics of secondary waste

Study of measures for long-term storage

Study of technologies for manufacture of waste blocks

Verification of applicability of existing concepts of disposal / Identification of problems

(3-2) Development of Technologies for the Processing and Disposal of Radioactive Waste

　Storage and management of radioactive waste
Installation of
Waste Form
Manufacturing
Equipment

Manufacture of
Waste Form/
Deliver and disposal

　　Implementation of measures for long-term stable

Survey of characteristics of rubble, etc.

Verification of applicability of existing concepts of disposal  / Identification of problems (Rubble, etc.)

Solution of problems of existing technologies

Formulation of concepts of processing and disposal for waste to which existing technologies cannot be applied  / Development of technolo

HP
8

Confirm Applicability of Present Disposal Concept
in Accordance with Waste Characteristics HP

9

Confirm Safety Plan for Waste
Processing/Disposal

HP
10

Plan for Disposal and
Installation of the
Manfacturing Equipment of
the Waste Form

HP
11

Determine Specification of Physical
Form of Waste in order to Easily Treat
Waste and Its Production Method

Study of properties (Dependent on period of occurrence of specific waste product)  /
Development of technologies for manufacture of waste blocks

Solution of problems of existing technologies
Verification of applicability of existing concepts of disposal / Identification of problems (Waste from disassembly, etc.)

：　Holding pointsHP
0

　　Investigate Outside of PCV

Analysis of plant behavior during accident

Advancement of analysis codes for severe accidents

Evaluation using mock-up tests, etc.

Evaluation of
applicability to actual

unit

Evaluation of soundness of fuel assemblies, etc.

Verification of maintenance of water quality in common pools

Development of technologies for processing and disposal of furel debris

Literature review / Study of status of management of sites

Evaluation of distribution of substances originating in nuclear fuel

Formulation of methods for measurement management of fuel debris

Improvement

Evaluation of
applicability to

actual unit

Within 2 years

* This roadmap will be updated in consideration of the on-site situation and the latest research and development results.   17
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Image of Main R&D Issues Related to Fuel Debris RemovalImage of Main R&D Issues Related to Fuel Debris Removal
■ Development of technologies for remote decontamination of 

the reactor building interior
◆ Overview

Remote decontamination devices that match onsite contamination conditions will 
be developed to improve the work environment for surveying and repairing leak 
areas, etc.

◆ Technical development issues
• Assessment and development of effective decontamination technologies in 

response to contamination type
• Development of remote decontamination devices for severe environments, such 

as high-dose areas, narrow spaces, etc.

■ Development of technologies for investigation of the PCV 
interior
◆ Overview
Remote investigation methods and devices will be developed to 
grasp the conditions and the state of fuel debris inside the PCV.
◆ Technical development issues
• Development of remote investigation technologies for high-
temperature, high-humidity, and high-dose environments
• Development of a system to prevent the dispersal of radioactive
materials

■ Development of PCV  Repair Technologies
◆ Overview
Remote measures and technologies will be developed to repair and stop leaks in leaking areas (Torus room, PCV, etc.).

◆ Technical development issues
• Development of remote repair technologies for severe environments, such as 

high-dose areas, narrow spaces, etc. 
• Repair technologies applicable to underwater environments (lower part of the 

PCV, etc.)

■ Development of technologies for identification of leak 
areas in the PCV

◆ Overview
Technologies for remote identification of leak areas in the PCV, 

etc. will be developed.
◆ Technical development issue
• Development of remote survey technologies for severe 

environments, such as high-dose areas, narrow spaces, etc.

①D/Wシェル

①S/Cシェル
②S/Cペネトレーション

③ベント管ベローズ

④S/Cマンホール

⑤ベントノズル

⑥D/W電気ペネトレーション

⑦エアロック

⑧機器ハッチ

⑨トップフランジ
及びマンホール

⑫RPVペデスタル

⑪燃料交換ベローズ

⑩ウェルシールベローズ

Technologies for 
investigation of the PCV 
interior (examples)

PCV

Decontamination technologies 
(examples)

Envisioned damage areas 
(examples)

Mirror

Camera

System for 
prevention of 
radioactive 
dispersal

Self-propelled brushing

High-pressure washing

Surface chipping

Strippable paint

 

押さえリング付 

スパイダー 

シートリング 

（耐久性素材）

鋼製カバーSteel cover 
(auxiliary 
boundary for the 
hatch) 

Sheet ring 
(reinforcement 
of sealing 
area)

Spider with 
holding ring

Equipment 
hatch

Leak 
repair

ターンバックル
（パッキン固定具）

ターンバックル
（パッキン固定具）

シールパッキン

ターンバックル
（パッキン固定具）

ターンバックル
（パッキン固定具）

シールパッキン

Air lock

Penetration hole repair 
technologies (examples)

→Inside of PCV←
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(12) RPV pedestal

(2) S/C penetration

(1) S/C shell

(1) D/W shell
(6) D/W electricity penetration

(5) Vent nozzle

(4) S/C manhole

(3) Vent pipe bellows

(11) Fuel handling bellows

(10) Well seal bellows

(9) Top flange and manhole

(8) Equipment hatch
(7) Air lock

Seal packing

Turnbuckle

Turnbuckle



Image of R&D Issues Related to Processing and Disposal of RadioaImage of R&D Issues Related to Processing and Disposal of Radioactive Waste ctive Waste 
1. Properties investigation

New technologies need to be developed for radioactive waste that are difficult to treat with existing 
technologies, including a new disposal concept.

2. Long-term storage technologies

4. Disposal technologies3. Processing technologies

Investigation issues
• Properties differ from conventional waste, such as rubble, sludge, and decontaminated waste liquid 
(nuclide composition, chloride content, etc.)
• Basic information needs to be assessed for development of each technologies

Technical development issues 
• Base new technologies on the existing disposal concept
• Extract and address issues related to safety evaluation and find a solution

Technical development issues
• Base new technologies on existing processing 
technologies be applied? 

Technical development issues
• Impact of chloride (corrosion) and high radioactivity (heat generation, hydrogen, surface radiation)
• Term of storage: how long should it be? 
• Is treatment necessary before storage? 

Output
• Long-term storage method for each type of waste

Output
• Waste disposal methods (required burial depth, construction of an engineered barrier, etc.) 

Outputs
• Treatment methods for storage 
• Methods for production of waste packages
• Performance of waste packages 

Outputs
• Radioactive concentration of each 

type of nuclide
• Component content
• Physicochemical characteristics
etc. Evaluation of temperature and hydrogen 

distribution in a KURION absorption vessel 
(by JAEA)

Examples of differences with conventional waste
• Main nuclides: Co-60, C-14, etc.

→Fukushima Daiichi: Cs-137, Sr-90, etc.
• Sodium concentration is 5 times that of the TMI case due to 
50-90% contamination by seawater

→Lower Cesium absorption performance, increased 
waste generation
• Presence of sludge and other materials of unknown 
chemical composition

→Need to identify these materials through analysis 

Output flow

Examples of waste package

Drums Square vessels

Processing means that waste is placed into 
the vessel and solidified (cementation ,etc.), 
so that it can be buried in the disposal site.

Examples of solidification

Basic flow in a cementing facility

Existing concept

Zeolite sample

Facility for secondary waste storage after 
water treatment (example)

Source: Japan Atomic Industrial Forum Inc. (ed.), 
Radioactive Waste Management: Technical 
Development and Plans in Japan, July 1997, p.81.

The installation of a hot lab near 1F must also be 
considered, as large volumes of high-dose, 
untransportable samples are expected to be 
generated accompanying decontamination and fuel 
debris removal.

Stabilized storage is necessary until processing/disposal 
technologies are established.

Example of an engineered barrier 
(Yoyusindo disposal)

Backfill with clay-mixed soil

Sludge sample
(made by JAEA)
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Pit disposal: Waste packages (drums, 
etc.) are placed in a concrete-made 
structure (pit) installed several meters 
below the ground surface, integrally 
solidified with a cement-based filling 
material, and buried.

Water outlet

Waste package
(1.6 x 1.6 x 1.6, metal vessel)

Flotation as a result 
of temperature 
increase

Water inlet

Temperature of zeolite layer
Approx. 170˚C max.

A-A cross section
Temperature distribution

Cross section B , A, C

Concrete pit (0.7m)

Low permeability layer (1m)

Low diffusion layer (0.6m)

Approx. 13.5m

Approx. 18m

Pit disposal

Non-solidified waste (concrete, 
metals, etc.)

Trench disposal

Low-level radioactive waste

Geological 
disposal Ground surface

High-level radioactive waste (vitrified waste, 
TRU waste, etc.)

Solidified waste 
(uniform solids, 
metals, etc.)

Yoyusindo disposal

High-level radioactive waste

Activated 
metals, 
resin, TRU 
waste, etc.
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Working team for preparation of fuel debris removalWorking team for preparation of fuel debris removal

Sub-working team (SWT) for 
equipment/device development, etc.
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Joint task force 
for remote 

technologies

R&D HeadquartersR&D Headquarters

Secretariat

Working team 
for spent fuel pool 
counter-measures

Working 
team for 

radioactive 
waste 

treatment 
and 

disposal 
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(1-1) Evaluation of the Long-term Integrity of Fuel Assemblies Removed from the Spent Fuel Pool

Necessity
The fuel assemblies in the spent fuel pool will be transported and stored in a common pool set up on the site of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station until a final repository is 

decided. Impurities such as chloride ions are thought to be adhered to the fuel assemblies due to the injection of seawater into the spent fuel pool, and would be almost impossible to 
completely remove even if the fuel assemblies are washed with water before being transferred to the common pool. For this reason, it is necessary to assess the possible impact that 
corrosion caused by such adhered matter could have on the integrity of the fuel assemblies and structures in the common pool during long-term storage, and to take proper measures 
to secure their integrity.

Specific actions
1. Assessment of the impact of transporting the fuel assemblies on water quality

(1) Detailed analysis of water in the spent fuel pool
Pool water from each reactor at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station will be sampled and analyzed in detail to extract substances that might be adhered on the fuel 
assemblies.

(2) Analysis of adhered matter accumulated on spent fuel assemblies by immersion in a simulated fuel pool environment
The type and condition of adhered matter will be examined by immersing the main portion of a spent fuel assembly that has been stored in a test facility after irradiation, in 
an environment simulating the water quality of the spent fuel pool at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.

(3) Test, analysis and evaluation of the dissolution of adhered matter in pure water
The elution and volume of eluted matter will be evaluated by immersing in pure water the main portion of a spent fuel assembly that has been placed in an environment 
simulating the water quality of the spent fuel pool at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station, and observations will be made to confirm whether the specific water quality of 
the common pool could be maintained by the equipment.

2. Evaluation of the long-term integrity of fuel assemblies and component structures of the common pool
(1) Evaluation of the long-term integrity of the materials of the fuel assemblies in the common pool

The main portion of fresh and spent fuel assemblies will be immersed in an environment simulating the water quality of the spent fuel pool at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Station and washed with water to evaluate changes in corrosion conditions if the fuel assemblies were to be stored in the common pool.

(2) Evaluation of the long-term corrosion of component structures of the common pool
The same materials as the component structures of the common pool will be immersed long-time in water that has the same quality as the common pool to evaluate 
corrosion conditions.

(3) Proposals of countermeasures and evaluation of effects for maintenance of integrity
Based on the results of the above corrosion test, countermeasures will be examined, and potential effects will be tested for confirmation and evaluated.

3. Basic tests related to the evaluation of long-term integrity
Basic tests will be performed to acquire necessary data in consideration of the required radioactivity environment according to the above evaluation of integrity.

Item/Year

Phase 1 Phase 2

２０１１ ２０１２ ２０１３
２０１４ ２０１５

(beginning)

(1) Assessment of the impact 
of transporting fuel 
assemblies on water 
quality

(2) Evaluation of the integrity 
of fuel assemblies, etc. in 
the common pool 

(3) Basic tests related to the 
evaluation of long-term 
integrity

Implementation schedule Elution of chloride ions from the surface of the fuel 
assembly after transfer to the common pool

Increase in chloride ions, 
etc. due to injection of 

seawater

Spent fuel pool

Transfer to 
common pool

Fuel assembly

Residual 
chloride ions

Eluted chloride 
ions

Corrosion conditions caused by residual 
chloride ions, etc. must be evaluated

Long-term corrosion countermeasures

Confirmation of water quality in 
the common pool
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(1-2) Examination of Methods for Processing Damaged Fuel, etc. Removed from the Spent Fuel Pool 

Necessity
Fuel in the nuclear reactor building pool is thought to be contaminated with saline from seawater, and part of the fuel may even be damaged or leaking due to the collapse of concrete 
fragments. For these reasons, it is necessary to investigate and examine technical issues for reprocessing such damaged fuel and to establish an indicator for determining whether or 
not reprocessing is possible.

Specific actions
1. Study of past cases related to damaged fuel, etc.
• Past cases in Japan and abroad regarding the handling of damaged fuel will be studied.

2. Examination of the impacts of damaged fuel, etc. on chemical processing and other 
processes

• The impacts of impurities (saline from seawater, etc.) absorbed to damaged fuel on 
chemical processing, waste treatment, and product recovery processes will be 
assessed to examine potential processing methods.

3. Examination regarding the handling of damaged fuel
• For fuel that is severely damaged and cannot be handled by existing reprocessing 

facilities, methods for their acceptance, storage, and shear treatment will be examined.
• Simulated damaged fuel samples will be prepared and used to perform processing tests. 

4. Examination of judgment indicators for damaged fuel, etc.
• The above examination results will be sorted, to establish an indicator for judging 

whether or not reprocessing is possible.

Implementation schedule

Elemental technology Application example

Chemical processing of damaged fuel, etc. －

Handling of damaged fuel Pinhole fuel processing

Examples of prospective technologies

Item/Year

Phase 1 Phase 2

2013
2014 2015 2016 2017

(beginning) (mid)

1. Study of past cases related to 
damaged fuel, etc. 

2. Examination of the impacts of 
damaged fuel, etc. on chemical 
processing and other processes

3. Examination regarding the handling 
of damaged fuel

4. Examination of judgment indicators 
for damaged fuel, etc. 

After storage onsite at the 
power plant, place in cask and 

transport

Deformed or leaking fuels, etc. 

Place in a 
vessel

Place the vessel in a basket 

Place entire vessel in 
the basket

Process the entire vessel
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(2-(1)-1) Development of Technologies for Remote Decontamination of the Reactor Building Interior
Necessity
To work inside the reactor building, it is of primary importance to decontaminate all contaminated areas to minimize radiation exposure. Decontamination methods 
need to be selected based on a comprehensive evaluation of their performance, applicability, exposure and secondary waste treatment characteristics. However, there 
is presently little data available on the state of contamination and the performance of decontamination methods, so an evaluation of their applicability is needed. 
Furthermore, because the primary containment vessel (PCV) and other areas for decontamination are subject to high-dose radiation, remote devices need to be used. 
For these reasons, it is also necessary to evaluate the applicability of remotely operated devices for use also around the PCV.

Specific actions

1. Estimation of contamination status and acquisition of basic data
As it is necessary to establish contamination conditions before examining 

decontamination principles, the contamination status in target areas will be estimated 
and investigated to acquire a basis for examination. Firstly, the contamination status 
of the area around the PCV (first floor of the nuclear reactor building) will be 
investigated, followed by an investigation of other areas (representative contamination 
sources in each building). Remotely operated devices will be necessary for these 
investigations, so specific devices will be examined, manufactured, and used to 
conduct investigations of contamination status.

2. Assessment of decontamination technologies and examination of decontamination 
principles

Decontamination technologies will be assessed in terms of their performance, the 
amount of time needed for decontamination, the generation and treatment 
characteristics of secondary waste, potential for combined usage with remote devices, 
etc. Additionally, based on the results of onsite investigations of contamination status, 
decontamination technologies for each target area will be selected in consideration of 
decontamination principles and equipment applicability.

3. Decontamination testing using simulated contamination
Candidate decontamination technologies will be tested, to create a database of 

contamination status and applicable technologies. Samples for the test will be made 
by simulating the contamination status revealed by the onsite contamination 
investigations.

4. Demonstration of decontamination technologies
A demonstration test of decontamination technologies will be performed by 

constructing decontamination devices and combining them with a remote operation  
function.

Item/Year
Phase 1

FY2011 FY2012 FY2013

1. Estimation of contamination 
status and acquisition of basic 
data
2. Assessment of 
decontamination technologies 
and examination of 
decontamination principles
3. Decontamination testing using 
simulated contamination
4. Demonstration of 
decontamination technologies

Implementation schedule

Examples of prospective technologies

Prospective decontamination technologies

Elemental technology Application example

Assessment of decontamination technologies and their 
applicability to the contamination status

Each power plant

Measurement technologies for investigating contamination status Each power plant

Incorporation of robot functions to decontamination technologies TMI, etc.

Decontamination robots and traveling carriages (remote 
unmanned operation under severe environments)

TMI, etc.

吸引回収 堆積しているコンクリート粉砕屑等を吸引回収する。

フィルタ

ブロア

回収
容器

ダンパ

吸引口

アララＳＤを撒く ハケでならす

20kg缶×15缶

電源
3相200V 0.4kW

ストリッパブルペイント 蒸気洗浄

 

 

 

ＣＯ２ブラスト  

図６　機能確認試験実施状況　

約７ｍ

約５ｍ

約７ｍ

約５ｍ

 

図７　はつり状況 図８　はつり表面状態　 図９　はつり表面状態詳細

 ワイヤー式
移動装置

はつり装置あるい
は密着型検出器

図１　はつり装置と密着型検出器の組合せ概念図

壁面はつり

Note) FY2011-2012: Demonstration in reference to areas of relatively easy access, such as the passageways of nuclear reactor buildings
FY2013: Demonstration in reference to relatively inaccessible areas, such as inside the rooms and upper floors
The decontamination testing using simulated contamination will be performed collectively in FY2011-2012.
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Suction recovery of accumulated 
concrete powder, debris, etc.

Strippable paint Steam washing CO2 blasting Surface chipping
Suction recovery

Filter

Suction intake
Recovery vessel

Damper

Blower

20-kg can x 15 cans

Power supply

Pour Alara SD

3-phase 200V 
0.4kW

Spread with a 
brush
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(2-(1)-2) Development of Technologies for Identifying Leak Areas in the PCV

Necessity
In order to remove the reactor fuel when the boundary function between the nuclear reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and primary containment vessel (PCV) has been 
lost, firstly the PCV must be repaired and the boundary reconstructed to ensure shielding, and the inside of the PCV and RPV needs to be filled with water. However, 
the area around the PCV is subject to high-dose radiation and is extremely narrow in some places, and the lower part of the PCV (pressure control room, etc.) is 
flooded. Technologies for identifying damage areas in this type of environment have yet to be established. For this reason, it is necessary to develop inspection 
methods and devices that could be applied to high-dose areas, narrow spaces, and underwater environments.

Specific actions

1. Examination of inspection methods and designing of devices
• Methods for identifying leak areas in the PCV and reactor building will be 
examined, and appropriate devices will be designed.

2. Construction and improvement of inspection devices
• Devices for identifying leak areas in the PCV and reactor building will be 
constructed, the applicability of the devices will be evaluated (field test), and 
improvement will be made as necessary. 

Item/Year
Phase 1 Phase 2

2011 2012 2013
2014

(beginning)

1. Examination of inspection methods 
and designing of devices

2. Construction and improvement of 
inspection devices

Implementation schedule

Elemental technology Application example

Inspection of the PCV exterior by camera measurement 
(exposed parts, immersed parts)

Fuel inspection
VT in reactor

Atmospheric measurements (temperature, humidity, explosive 
gases, radiation, etc.) 

Atmospheric measurement
Radiation measurement

Remote robotic technologies (for inspection of the torus, PCV 
penetrations, etc.)

Crawler vehicles
Boring equipment

PCV leak identification technologies (radiation measurement, 
acoustic sensors,  infrared monitoring, ultrasonographic 
technology, etc.) 

Visualization of radiation 
sources

Acoustic diagnosis
Visualization of heat sources

Robots for remote inspection of areas around the PCV Crawler vehicles

Examples of prospective technologies

Conceptual diagram of the investigation of leak 
areas in the PCV

RPV

SFP

ﾄｰﾗｽ室

DSP

PCV

ｶﾒﾗ搭載観察装置（遠隔）

ｶﾒﾗ搭載観察装置
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Torus room

Camera-mounted devices
(remote)

Camera-mounted 
devices
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Item/Year

Phase 1 Phase 2

2011 2012 2013
2014 2015 2016 2017

(beginning)
(mid)

1. Examination of repair methods 
and designing of devices (for the 
lower part)
2. Construction and improvement 
of repair devices (for the lower 
part)
3. Examination of repair methods 
and development of devices (for 
the upper part)
4. Construction and improvement 
of repair devices (for the upper 
part)
5. Examination of alternative 
methods

(2-(1)-3) Development of PCV Repair Technologies
Necessity
In order to remove the reactor fuel when the boundary function between the nuclear reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and primary containment vessel (PCV) has been lost, firstly the PCV must be repaired and the boundary reconstructed to 
ensure shielding, and the inside of the PCV and RPV needs to be filled with water. However, the area around the PCV is subject to high-dose radiation and is extremely narrow in some places, and the lower part of the PCV (pressure control 
room, etc.) is flooded. Technologies for repairing damage areas in this type of environment have yet to be established. For this reason, it is necessary to develop inspection methods and devices that could be applied to high-dose areas, narrow 
spaces, and underwater environments.

Specific actions
1. Examination of repair methods and designing of devices (for the lower part of the PCV)

• Methods for repairing leak areas in the lower part of the PCV and reactor building will be examined, and the 
necessary devices will be developed (by incorporating the results of leak detection investigations).

2. Construction and improvement of repair devices (for the lower part of the PCV) 
• Devices for repairing leak areas in the lower part of the PCV and reactor building will be constructed, and 
improvement will be made as necessary upon evaluating the applicability of the devices (field test).

3. Examination of repair methods and development of devices (for the upper part of the PCV)
• Methods for repairing leak areas in the upper part of the PCV will be examined, and the necessary devices will 
be developed (by incorporating the results of leak detection investigations).  

4. Construction and improvement of repair devices (for the upper part of the PCV)
• Devices for repairing leak areas in the upper part of the PCV will be constructed, and improvement will be made 
as necessary upon evaluating the applicability of the devices (field test).  

5. Examination of alternative methods
• Alternative methods will be examined aside from the method of removing the reactor fuel by filling the PCV with 
water. 

Implementation schedule 

Image of filling the lower part of the PCV 
with water

Elemental technology Application example

Repair (sealing) materials  
Repair (sealing) devices

Sealing materials
Grout materials

Hole drilling methods for injection of repair 
(sealing) material
Methods for injecting repair (sealing) material

Void filling, 
Submerged structures

Robots for remote repair of the PCV Crawler vehicles

Examples of prospective technologies

Image of filling the upper part of the PCV 
with water
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(2-(1)-4) Development of Technologies for Investigation of the PCV Interior
Necessity
The state of fuel debris is presently unknown, so in order to remove them, it is necessary to investigate the position and condition of the debris inside the primary 
containment vessel (PCV), and to also confirm the condition of the pedestal supporting the reactor pressure vessel (RPV). Such investigations need to be performed 
using remotely operated devices, as the PCV interior is subject to a severe environment of high temperatures, high humidity, and high-dose radiation. Furthermore, a 
system needs to be developed to prevent the dispersal of radioactive materials when opening the boundary of the PCV to place remote devices inside the vessel.

Specific actions
Methods and devices for investigating the PCV interior will be studied and developed, in order to grasp the condition 

inside the PCV, conduct a leak detection investigation in the PCV, and examine methods for removing fuel debris. R&D 
will be performed as follows, based on a plan aimed at investigating the PCV interior by introducing workers or devices 
up to the exterior of the PCV and injecting the remote inspection device into the vessel from the penetration or other 
access means.
(1) Study of existing technologies based on an estimation of the internal conditions of the reactor

The conditions inside the PCV and RPV (position and behavior of fuel debris, structural integrity, damage conditions, 
etc.) will be estimated through plant parameter measurements and simulations to formulate an appropriate survey plan 
(examination of methodical principles), and existing technologies will be studied in terms of their applicability in severe 
environments.
(2) Development of access methods and devices (tools)

• Examination of methods for the preliminary investigation of the PCV 
• Examination of methods for the full-scale investigation of the PCV interior 
• Development of access devices for the full-scale investigation of the PCV interior 

(3) Countermeasures for radioactive materials inside the PCV
As a measure against radiation exposure to workers and the public caused by the dispersal of radioactive materials 

from inside the PCV either before or after the investigations, considerations will be given to using a dispersal 
prevention cover and to establishing a remote operation for opening/closing the access holes in the PCV and 
installing/removing survey devices from holes inside the cover.
(4) Development of inspection devices and technologies

Inspection devices and technologies will be developed to allow inspection of parts by methods and in environments 
(radiation, temperatures, etc.) that go beyond the scope of conventional inspections, and methods for decontaminating 
and treating contaminated devices will be examined.

Item/Year
Phase 1 Phase 2

2011 2012 2013
2014 2015 2016

(beginning)

(1) Plan formulation

(2) Development of access methods 
and devices
• Development/design/ construction
・Mock-up

(3) Measures for preventing the 
dispersal of radioactive materials

(4) Development of inspection 
devices and technologies

Implementation schedule

Examples of prospective technologies

放射性物質
飛散防止カバー検査装置

調査ロボット

Plan formulation

Development/design/trial construction

Preparation of a technical catalog

Elemental technology Application example

Robots for investigating the PCV interior (remote, 
unmanned operation under severe 
environments)

Disaster prevention robots

Robots for performing various tasks inside the 
PCV

Disaster prevention robots

Measures for preventing the dispersal of 
radioactive materials

－

Inspection devices and technologies TMI experience

Assessment of equipment applicability

Feedback, 
improvement

Examination of methods/devices

Development/design/trial construction
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(2-(1)-5) Development of Technologies for Investigation of the RPV Interior
Necessity
Before dismantling the nuclear power plant where a core meltdown has occurred, all fuel debris must be removed and stored in a safe place. In order to do so, it is 
necessary to develop investigation technologies that would help ascertain the conditions (fuel debris, damage inside the reactor, the conditions of contaminated 
equipment) inside the reactor pressure vessel (RPV).

Specific actions
1. Formulation of an investigation plan based on the estimated results of investigations and analyses of the PCV 

interior and exterior
• The condition of the PCV/RPV (fuel debris distribution, structural conditions, etc.) will be estimated based on 

results of investigations and simulations of the PCV interior/exterior, and an investigation plan will be 
formulated.

• Existing technologies will be studied to secure elemental technologies and remote operation technologies that 
are needed for the inspection of target areas under their respective environments (high-dose radiation, narrow 
spaces, submerged environment, etc.).

• Onsite investigations will be conducted to acquire information that would be useful in developing inspection 
methods and devices.

• An optimum inspection method will be developed based on the above.
2. Investigation of access methods for the investigation of the RPV interior

• Methods for accessing the inside of the RPV will be investigated in consideration of radiation levels, the 
feasibility of installing a shield, and the potential of survey devices to access and observe the RPV interior.

3. Development of investigation technologies for high-dose environments
• A device will be developed to allow observation of the RPV interior under high-dose environments. 
• Remote inspection technologies (robots) will be developed and a mock-up will be implemented. 

4. Development/production of technologies for sampling fuel debris
• Development of sampling devices and tools, and development of methods for the removal of samples from the 

reactor. 
5. Others

• Development of technologies to prevent the dispersion of radioactive materials during and after investigations
• Waste treatment technologies for contaminated survey devices

Item/Year

Phase 1 Phase 2

2013
2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

(beginning) (mid)

1. Formulation of a plan for 
investigation of conditions 
inside the reactor
2. Investigation of access 
methods

3. Development of 
investigation technologies 
(devices)

4．Development of sampling 
technologies

5. Others

Implementation schedule 

Elemental technology Application example

Image observation, ultrasonic radiation measurement 
under high-dose radiation

TMI experience

Remote robotic technologies (technologies for 
accessing the RPV interior, sampling technologies, etc.)

Core interior repair 
devices

Technology for removing samples from the vessel to 
outside the reactor

Cask

Technologies for treatment of contaminated equipment Shroud replacement

Examples of prospective technologies

Investigation of methods 

Development of access devices

Mock-up
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Evaluation/ 
improvement of 

equipment applicability

コンテナ

Conceptual diagram of investigations and sampling inside the reactor (RPV)

Ceiling crane

Work platform

Sampling vessel

Debris

Torus room

Steam dryer

Steam separator

Camera, light, ultrasonic 
sensor, radiation meters etc.

Sampling device 
(cutting, gripping, 
recovery)

Container
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(2-(1)-6) Development of Methods and Devices for the Removal of Debris and Internal Structures in the Reactor
Necessity
The TMI-2 case provides a reference for fuel debris removal, but because Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station is a boiling-water reactor that has many structures inside the 
reactor pressure vessel (RPV), and also because part of the fuel debris is assumed to have leaked into the primary containment vessel (PCV), new technologies for fuel debris 
removal need to be developed.

Specific actions
1. Cataloguing and sorting existing technologies (including confirmation of proven devices used 
in the TMI-2 case)

Existing technologies that are required for cutting, grabbing, pulverizing, excavating, and 
recovering fuel debris (internal structures, damaged fuel) will be catalogued and sorted.
2. Proposal of removal methods based on preliminary investigation results

Based on the results of investigations of the PCV interior/exterior, methods for removing fuel 
debris and internal structures will be proposed in consideration of fuel debris distribution and 
the extent of damage to the internal structures.
3. Development of technologies for removal of fuel debris from inside the reactor

Proven devices used in the TMI-2 case will be improved and tested. Removal devices will 
also be developed specifically in response to the situation at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power 
Station.
4. Development of removal technologies for fuel debris that has leaked into the PCV

A method for removing fuel debris that has leaked into the PCV will be proposed, followed by 
the development of related technologies, construction of devices, and implementation of a 
mock-up test.

Implementation schedule

Elemental technology Application examples

Water‐jet cutting, laser cutting, plasma cutting, and other 
mechanical cutting technologies

Shroud replacement, etc.
Cutting processes in the reactor

Technologies for efficient recovery of dust, gas, etc. 
generated during cutting processes

Shroud replacement, etc.
Cutting processes in the reactor

Remote operation technologies (cutting, debris recovery) Shroud replacement,
Cutting processes in the reactor

Recovery of debris fuel from inside the PCV －

Examples of prospective technologies

Item/Year

Phase 2

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

(beginning) (mid) (end)

1. Cataloguing and sorting existing technologies

2. Proposal of removal methods based on preliminary 
investigation results

3. Development of technologies for removal of fuel debris 
from inside the reactor

4. Development of removal technologies for fuel debris 
that has leaked into the PCV

5. Evaluation and improvement of equipment applicability

Conceptual diagram of the removal of fuel debris from the RPV/PCV 

RPV

SFP

ﾄｰﾗｽ室

本格コンテナ

DSP

天井クレーン

デブリ収納缶

作業台車

カメラ、切断、

掘削、吸引装置
ＰＣＶ

デブリ

RPV

SFP

ﾄｰﾗｽ室

本格コンテナ

DSP

天井クレーン

作業台車

伸縮管

ＰＣＶ

デブリ

カメラ、切断、

掘削、吸引装置

デブリ収納缶

デブリ収納缶

蒸気乾燥器

気水分離器

蒸気乾燥器

気水分離器

Mock‐up test
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コンテナ コンテナ

Camera, cutting, 
digging, suction 
devicesDebris

Container Container

Ceiling crane Ceiling crane

Work platform Work platform

Debris storage drum

Debris storage drum

Debris

Expansion pipe

Torus room

Torus room

Steam dryer
Steam dryer

Steam separatorSteam separator

Camera, cutting, 
digging, suction 
devices
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(2-(1)-7) Development of Technologies for the Containment, Transport and Storage of Reactor Fuel Debris
Necessity
The TMI-2 case provides a reference for the basic concept of a fuel debris containment drum, but in consideration of the advancement of corrosion due to the injection of seawater 
and fuel burn up, it is necessary to develop technologies for the fuel debris drum upon proper assessment of conditions inside the reactor, particularly since radiation dose and heat 
generation are estimated to be higher at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.

Specific actions
1. Study of existing technologies

Existing technologies will be reviewed to secure the necessary technologies for development of a 
drum for containment, transport, and storage of fuel debris.
2. Investigation of a storage system for reactor fuel debris

Wet storage and dry storage systems (metal cask, concrete cask, etc.) for reactor fuel debris will 
be examined in consideration of the specific state of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.
3. Development of safety evaluation technologies based on preliminary investigation results

Methods will be developed for evaluating the containment drum for reactor fuel debris in terms of 
criticality, shielding, heat removal, sealing, and structure, and a material will be selected in reference 
to the impact of seawater, microorganisms, sandy liquid, etc. on the material.
4. Development of technologies for the containment of reactor fuel debris

A containment method will be proposed in accordance with fuel debris shapes and the meltdown 
status, followed by technical development, manufacturing of the relevant device, and a mock-up test.
5. Development of technologies for the transport and storage of containment drums

Remote/automatic operation and sealing technologies will be developed for efficient transport and 
storage of containment drums, followed by the manufacturing of relevant devices and a mock-up 
test.

Implementation schedule

Elemental technology Application example

Criticality, shielding, heat removal, sealing, and structural 
evaluation technologies 

TMI experience

Selection of materials in consideration of the impacts of 
seawater, microorganisms, standby liquid, etc.  

TMI experience

Development of technologies for the containment of fuel 
debris in accordance with fuel debris shapes and the 
meltdown status

TMI experience

Development of efficient transfer and storage technologies 
(remote/automatic operation and sealing technologies)

－

Item/Year

Phase 
1

Phase 2

2013

201
4

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

(beginning) (mid)

1. Study of existing technologies

2. Investigation of storage systems for reactor 
fuel debris

3. Development of safety evaluation 
technologies based on preliminary 
investigation results

4. Development of technologies for the 
containment of reactor fuel debris

5. Development of technologies for the 
transport and storage of containment drums

Examples of prospective technologies 

Mock-
up test

A multiple number of containment drums are used according to 
the shapes of the fuel and fuel debris, but their external 
dimensions are the same, and they use the same transport 
vessel for containment

Fig.: Reactor debris containment drum (TMI example)

Structure (shape, size)
• Structure that corresponding to fuel debris 
shapes
• Structure based on containment performance

Sealing
• Evaluation of seal materials based on fuel debris 
shapes
• Method of confirming sealing soundness

Fuel debris containment
• Containment method based on fuel debris 
shapes
• Remote handling

Materials
• Strong,  corrosion resistant, and heat resistant 
materials that correspond to fuel debris shapes 
and properties 

Heat removal and prevention of re-criticality
• Heat transfer structure based on fuel debris 
properties (decay heat)
• Containment location, materials, and structure 
for prevention of re-criticality

Shielding
• Shielding materials and structure based on fuel 
debris inventory (radiation dose)

Containment drum storage methods

Safety analysis/Materials selection

Containment drum development/design/test manufacture

Handling device 
development/design/test 
manufacture
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Drain connector

Inlet

Inlet

Drain tube
Drain screen

Low-density concrete Support plate

Catalyst

Outlet

Filter tube Poison rod

Drain tube Tie rod Support plate

Catalyst

Screen Spider supports Support plate

Inlet vibe Poison rod Drain screen

Catalyst

Outlet
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(2-(1)-8) Development of Technologies for Assessment of RPV/PCV Integrity
Necessity
The reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and primary containment vessel (PCV) are expected to be continuously exposed to a diluted seawater environment over a long term. Therefore, in order to secure 
equipment integrity until the time when the fuel could be extracted, the necessary corrosion data will be acquired for proper assessment and prediction of the advancement of corrosion deterioration. 
Additionally, anti-corrosion measures that are applicable to the actual equipment will be established and their effectiveness confirmed.

Specific actions
There are concerns about the corrosion of RPV and PCV structural materials, because they have been exposed to 
seawater at high temperatures. The deterioration of the reinforced-concrete RPV pedestal is also a concern for the same 
reason. Therefore, quantitative data relating to the exposure of each material to seawater will be acquired to provide 
reference for future structural integrity assessment. Furthermore, a verification test will be performed regarding measures 
for preventing the corrosion of the structural materials of the PCV/RPV and RPV pedestal by seawater.

(1) Corrosion test on the structural materials of the RPV/PCV
• A corrosion test will be performed on steel materials that have been exposed to high-temperature seawater or diluted 

seawater, to acquire data on the corrosion speed of structural materials. High-temperature strength data will also be 
acquired to contribute to remaining lifetime assessment.

(2) Degradation on the reinforced concrete of the RPV pedestal
• A test will be performed on the penetration of chloride ions in the concrete of the RPV pedestal. A corrosion test will also be 

performed on the reinforcement embedded in the concrete.
(3) Verification test on anti-corrosion measures for the RPV/PCV and RPV pedestal 
• A verification test will be performed regarding the anti-corrosion measure that is to be applied to the RPV/PCV structural 

materials and the RPV pedestal, to confirm its effectiveness in preventing corrosion.
(4) Remaining life assessment and life extension assessment of the RPV/PCV and RPV pedestal
• Based on conventional knowledge and the above database, an assessment of residual lifetime extension will be conducted 

on the structural materials of the RPV/PCV and RPV pedestal.
(5) Development of an anti-corrosion system and evaluation of equipment applicability
• An anti-corrosion system applicable to the actual equipment will be developed, and based on the above results, the anti-

corrosion measure judged to have a life-extending effect will be applied to the PCV on a test basis. The anti-corrosion effect 
on the structural material of the actual PCV will be confirmed by applying a corrosion monitoring test piece to the retained 
water processing loop.

(6) Basic tests related to the integrity assessment of the structural materials of the reactor
• Basic tests will be conducted in consideration of the radioactive environment required for the above integrity assessment, to 

acquire relevant data.

Item/Year

Phase 1 Phase 2

2011 2012 2013
2014 2015 2016

(beginning)

Development of RPV/PCV integrity 
assessment technologies
(a) Investigation of test conditions based 
on an analysis of the accident history
(b) Corrosion test on the structural 
materials of the RPV/PCV 
(c) Deterioration test on the reinforced 
concrete of the RPV pedestal
(d) Verification test on the anti-corrosion 
measure for the RPV/PCV and RPV 
pedestal
(e) Remaining life assessment and life 
extension assessment of the RPV/PCV 
and RPV pedestal structure
(ｆ) Development of an anti-corrosion 
system
(g) Evaluation of equipment applicability
(h) Basic tests related to integrity 
assessment

Implementation schedule

Examples of prospective technologies

RPV

PCV

RPVペデスタル

腐食防錆剤（インヒビタ）の皮膜

インヒビタを
混入した水

鉄筋

RPVペデスタル鉄筋への腐食抑制剤適

用のイメージ

Elemental technology Application example

RPV/PCV corrosion test and evaluation (evaluation simulating 
high-temperature conditions)

None for 
high-temperature seawater 

countermeasures,
diluted seawater countermeasures,

standby liquid countermeasures

RPV pedestal corrosion test and evaluation (evaluation 
simulating an earthquake damage such as the state of cracks, 
the state of cracks caused by high temperatures, and high-
temperature conditions; evaluation of the effect of dilution by 
switching from seawater injection to freshwater injection)

None for 
high-temperature seawater 

countermeasures,
diluted seawater countermeasures,

standby liquid countermeasures

Verification test of anti-corrosion measures for the RPV, PCV, 
and RPV pedestal (verification of the effect of anti-corrosion 
measures on the structural materials of the RPV, PCV and RPV 
pedestal, assessment of the impact of anti-corrosion measures 
on water quality in radioactive environments)

None for 
high-temperature seawater 

countermeasures,
diluted seawater countermeasures,

standby liquid countermeasures

There are examples of anti-corrosion 
measures, but they have not been applied 

to actual equipment, and their concrete 
penetration effect is unknown 

Remaining life assessment technologies and life extension 
assessment technologies for RPV, PCV, and RPV pedestal 
structures

None for 
high-temperature seawater 

countermeasures,
diluted seawater countermeasures,

standby liquid countermeasures

Judgment on the applicability of 
anti-corrosion measures to the 
RPV/PCV
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RPV pedestal

Corrosion inhibitor film

Inhibitor-mixed water

Reinforcing steel

Image of the application of a corrosion inhibitor to the 
reinforcing steel in the RPV pedestal
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(2-(1)-9) Development of Technologies for Controlling Debris Criticality
Necessity
To prevent recriticality in the future even if debris shapes and water volume change accompanying fuel removal and other work, subcritical assessment and monitoring technologies 
need to be developed.

Specific actions 
1. Criticality assessment

An analysis will be conducted based on estimated fuel debris and plant conditions 
after a severe accident to examine the scenario of criticality. Information regarding 
fuel debris will also be acquired from a separately planned simulated fuel debris test 
to increase the precision of analysis of fuel debris removal in stages. Furthermore, an 
analytical evaluation will be made of neutron response and fissile material volume 
under estimated criticality conditions to formulate exposure mitigation measures in 
the case of criticality.

2. Waste liquid treatment technologies and technologies for subcritical management of
cooling facilities

Subcritical monitoring is necessary, because there is the possibility of a criticality 
occurring as a result of fuel debris escaping and accumulating in the waste liquid 
treatment facility and cooling facilities. A system will be developed for estimating 
subcriticality by measuring the neutrons generated from the fuel debris and 
processing neutron signals so that changes in neutron source strength and changes 
in subcriticality can be distinguished.

3. Technologies for detection of recriticality in the reactor
Neutron detection methods and methods for measuring short-life fissile materials will 
be examined.

(1) A predictive evaluation will be conducted through an analysis of the distribution of 
neutron doses inside and outside the PCV. Additionally, neutron detection areas will 
be surveyed based on the results of a separately planned investigation of the PCV 
interior and exterior, to develop an appropriate neutron detection system.

(2) γ rays emitted from fissile materials will be analyzed by spectral analysis, and their 
short-lived nuclides will be measured. As nuclide analysis is difficult under the present 
state of high γ background, a detection system will be developed that reduces the γ
background to increase the detection precision of short-lived fissile nuclides and 
allows constant monitoring.

4. Criticality prevention technology
To prevent recriticality during fuel removal, transport and storage, a neutron 
absorbing material and a work method that uses the material will be developed. 
Additionally, a criticality test will be conducted to confirm the effectiveness of the new 
neutron absorbing material.

5. Basic research related to criticality control technologies
Based on information on fuel debris properties acquired from the simulated fuel 
debris test and others, criticality analysis codes will be improved and developed for
use in criticality assessment, and evaluations and tests will be conducted to increase 
the precision of nuclear data.

Item/Year

Phase 1 Phase 2

2012
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

(beginning) (mid)

1. Criticality assessment

2. Subcriticality control 
technologies for liquid 
waste treatment and 
cooling facilities

3. Detection of recriticality 
in the reactor

4. Criticality prevention 
technologies

5. Basic research related to 
criticality control 
technologies

Implementation schedule

Examples of prospective technologies 

Elemental technology Application example

Criticality assessment Power plants

Subcriticality control Reprocessing facilities

Criticality detection Power plants

Criticality prevention -

Materials 
development Criticality testMaterials survey

Formulation of 
required 
specifications System development

Equipment design and evaluation

Formulation of 
required 
specifications

Equipment design and evaluation
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(2-(2)-1) Further Advancement of Technologies for Analysis of Accident Progression to enable 
Understanding of Status of Reactor Interiors 

Necessity
At present, the damaged fuel is in a stable cold state, but it is necessary to ascertain the actual status of damage to the reactor cores in order to provide a reference 

for the formulation of medium- to long-term initiatives and safety measures. However, the highly radioactive conditions make direct observation of the damage to the 
reactor cores difficult, and current numerical simulations involve a great deal of uncertainty. Given this, it will be essential to push ahead with continuous research and 
development towards the realization of increased estimative accuracy in numerical simulations. 

Specific actions
1. Analysis of behavior of plant at time of accident
・Seeking to understand the sequence of events from loss of power to core melt and the occurrence 

of hydrogen explosions, we will analyze the behavior of the plant based on data including plant 
operating data and measurement data from actual equipment at the time of the accident, compiling 
the data necessary for an analysis of the sequence of events during the accident. 

2. Advancement of severe accident analysis codes
・In addition to organizing relevant information regarding the specifics of the existing severe accident 

analysis codes (MAAP, MELCOR, THALES, SAMPSON, etc.）, we will evaluate and organize data 
concerning their applicability in achieving an understanding of the status of the reactor interiors. 

・Based on the results of studies including analyses of plant behavior at the time of the accident, 
evaluations (mock-up tests, etc.), and surveys of the reactor interiors, we will attempt to increase the 
sophistication of the severe accident analysis codes (through the addition of models of the migration 
of fuel debris that take the structure of the lower sections of the reactors into consideration, etc.). 

3. Mock-up tests, etc. that will contribute to the detailed analysis of the progression of events in 
severe accidents

・We will conduct tests including tests on the characteristics of high-temperature materials and tests 
on structures in order to study the responses of structures to the migration and accumulation of fuel 
debris following the core meltdowns. 

・We will conduct tests including mock-up tests of loss of cooling water using irradiated fuel, mock-up 
fuel, mock-up pressure vessels, etc., in addition to fuel melting tests. 

・We will study behavior related to the release of radioactive substances originating in fuel at the time 
of the accident. 

Item/Year

Phase 1 Phase 2

2011 2012 2013
2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

(beginning) (mid) (end)

1. Analysis of behavior of 
plant at time of accident

2. Advancement of severe 
accident analysis codes

3. Evaluations using mock-
up tests, etc.

Implementation schedule

Examples of prospective technologies

Analysis of plant 
behavior

Evaluation of 
applicability

Advancement of analysis codes

Soundness tests/Tests for evaluation of progression of melting of fuel/Source‐term tests

Elemental technologies Application example

Severe accident analysis codes
（MAAP, MELCOR, THALES, SAMPSON, etc.）

Accident management 
evaluation

Tests of soundness of pressure vessels, etc.
(Tests of characteristics of high-temperature materials, structural 
analyses, etc.)

Evaluation of fracture 
toughness of pressure 

vessels
Analysis of thermal shock

Seismic response 
analysis

Tests for evaluation of progression of melting of fuel
(Mock-up tests of loss of cooling water, fuel melting tests, etc.)

Mock-up tests of loss of 
cooling materials in 

Halden Reactor

Source-term test Tests concerning release of 

radioactive substances

Image of test devices 
inside reactor

Enables data to be 
obtained on the change in 
shape, melting and 
collapse of the fuel rods, 
the relocation of the 
pellets, etc. when cooling 
water is lost 

Blow down / Cooling water 
inlet

Instruments monitoring 
status of fuel rods

Test fuel 
rod

Cooling water 
outlet

Cooling water 
spray

UO2 pellet

Cladding tube

Interaction of cladding tubes and 
pellets

Oxidation of cladding tubes

Melting of cladding 
tubes

Melting of pellets

Dropping of molten 
material

Collapse of debris

Effect of structural 
materials

Effect of rapid cooling on collapse

Phenomena occurring at time of 
loss of cooling water and 

contributing factors
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重量分布

Outside the reactor

vessel

0.3%

Upper core support

assembly

3.2%

Lower core support

assembly

4.3%

Lower vessel debris

14.3%

Upper core debris bed

19.9%

Central core region

24.5%

Intact fuel assemblies

33.4%

(2-3-1, 2, 3) Study of Characteristics using Simulated Fuel Debris, Analysis of Properties of Actual Debris, and 
Development of Technologies for Processing of Debris

Necessity 
In the accident of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station, the configuration of the damaged reactor cores will be different from the case of TMI-2 accident, because of difference of core melting 
sequence, and the injection of seawater. Thus, when the removing of the fuel debris, it will be need to understand the characteristics of the debris and ensure its stability, and to prepare the 
appropriate equipment for the debris removing work. And also, for the preparation of the processing and disposal of the fuel debris, the understanding of its chemical properties (solubility, chemical 
stability, etc.) is required. And fundamental tests with using both simulated and actual debris will be necessary to consider the prospect of the processing, disposal and long-term storage of the debris  
removed from the reactors. 

Specific actions
1. Manufacture of simulated debris 
・ We will manufacture simulated debris (studies will include evaluations using 

simulations), taking into consideration factors including the length of time that the 
core melts continued, the structure of the cores, and the injection of seawater at 
the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. 

2. Evaluation of characteristics of simulated debris 
・ Using the simulated debris, we will conduct measurements and evaluations of 

fundamental properties, test and evaluate chemical properties, and test and 
evaluate physical properties. 

3. Comparison with TMI-2 debris 
・ We will compare the properties of Fukushima Daiichi debris with those of debris 

from TMI-2 in order to identify factors that should be reflected in the procedures 
used for Fukushima Daiichi fuel removal. 

4. Analysis of properties of actual debris
・ We will analyze the properties of actual debris collected in advance of removal 

work in order to contribute to the development of debris recovery technologies 
and the study of processing technologies for the fuel that is removed. 

5. Development of processing technologies for debris
・ We will study the potential for application of existing processing technologies 

(aqueous methods, pyrochemical methods, etc.) for debris containing melted fuel 
and reactor structures in addition to a salt content. 

・ We will conduct studies concerning the applicability of disposal methods, 
including the manufacture of waste blocks from waste produced by processing 
and direct disposal of debris.

Implementation schedule

Elemental technology Application example

Study of conditions for manufacture of 
simulated debris (including evaluations using 
simulations)

Experience of TMI

Manufacture of simulated debris Experience of TMI

Evaluation of characteristics of simulated 
debris

Experience of TMI

Comparison with TMI debris Experience of TMI

Analysis of properties of actual debris Experience of TMI

Study of potential for application of debris 
processing technologies

－

Study of applicability of debris disposal 
technologies

Tokai Reprocessing 
Plant 

Rokkasho 
Reprocessing Plant

Item/Year

Phase 1 Phase 2

2011 2012 2013
2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

(beginning) (mid) (end)

1. Manufacture of simulated 
debris

2. Evaluation of characteristics of 
simulated debris

3. Comparison with TMI‐2 debris

4. Analysis of properties of actual 
debris

5. Development of processing 
technologies for debris

Example of evaluation of characteristics of sample of 
simulated debris

Left: External appearance of simulated debris; Right: U, Zr, 
and O composition

Source: Nuclear Engineering and Design, 238, 2761, (2008).
Reactor core following TMI accident
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State of reactor 
core following 
accident

Examples of prospective technologies

Distribution of 
weight

1A Coolant inlet 

Region with 
potentially small 
amounts of 
uranium 

Lower plenum debris 

Solidified melt

Crust 

Loose core debris

Cavity 

Damaged in-core instrument guide tube 

Hole in the baffle plate

2B Coolant inlet 

Upper core plate damage 

Solidified melt on the inner surface 
of the bypass region
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Zr-Fe-Ni-Cr

（U,Zr)O2

（U,Zr)O
2

Fe-Ni-O

燃料ペレット

2700～3100K

1400～2200K

2800～3100K

(2-(3)-4) Establishment of a new accountancy method for fuel debris
Background
Because fuel assemblies in Units 1-3 cores were melted partially or wholly, the standard nuclear material (NM) accountancy method of treating 
one assembly as one unit may not be applied. The development of a new nuclear accountancy method to allow effective and efficient nuclear 
accountancy is thus required in order to ensure transparency until the commencement of removal (defueling) and storage of the fuel. 

Specific actions
1. Literature review and study of past accidents

Investigate the accountancy method and safeguards measurement implemented in the TMI-
2 and Chernobyl cases and compare with Fukushima Daiichi case.

2. Evaluation of NM distribution 
Evaluate NM distribution based on (1) calculated data of NM at the time of the earthquake 
and (2) the results of sampling studies and in-core surveys.
*The results of other R&D projects (2-1, 2-3, etc.) will be referred.

3. Establishment of a new accountancy method for fuel debris

• Evaluate the amount of total U/ fissile U / total Pu / fissile Pu per effective accounting unit for 
defueling and storage process.

• Develop an effective and efficient NM measurement technology and its accountancy method 
with minimum impact on defueling process.

• These developments will be closely communicated with the IAEA and relevant organizations 
for exchanging relevant information and technologies.

Example of technology
Item Example

Technology for measurement of NM Experience of TMI-2; 
IAEA’ technology 
etc. 

Fiscal 
year

First period Second period

2011 2012 2013 2014
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

beginning

1. Literature review and 
study of past accident 

2. Evaluation of NM 
distribution

3. Establishment of a new 
accountancy method for 
fuel debris

Implementation schedule

Development of new NM accountancy method

Estimate NM distribution in/out of  the core

Evaluation of optical measurement
technologies / Verification of applicability

mid end

Study of TMI-2 etc.

Study of applicability 
of measurement 
technology

Development of measurement 
technologies

Fuel debris (Example from TMI)

Fuel pellet

1A Coolant inlet 2B Coolant inlet 

Cavity 
Upper core plate damage 

Loose core debris

Crust 
Solidified melt on the inner surface 
of the bypass region Solidified melt

Hole in the baffle plate

Damaged in-core instrument guide tube 

Lower plenum debris 

Region with potentially 
small amounts of uranium 

Ultimate state of the TMI-2 reactor core

[Provisional Translation]
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(3-1) Development of Technologies for Processing and Disposal of 
Secondary Waste produced by the treatment of Contaminated Water

Necessity 
The removal of radionuclides including cesium from the large amounts of contaminated water generated at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station is a significant issue. The system 

employed for treatment of contaminated water combines sorption of cesium using zeolite with coagulation-sedimentation and demineralization. This results in the production of secondary waste 
including zeolite, sludge and concentrated liquid waste. To enable the sequence of operations from processing, through intermediate storage, to disposal as waste package to be conducted stably
and in a rational manner, it will be necessary to conduct research and development programs including studies of the properties and stability of the secondary waste, the conditioning, and the 
optimization of disposal. 

Specific actions
1. Study of properties of waste zeolite, sludge, etc. 
・ We will conduct studies including analyses of the concentration of radioactivity in order to gain a 

knowledge of the properties of the target waste essential to the examination of measures 
enabling long-term storage and the development of processing and disposal technologies. 

2. Study of long-term storage evaluation
・ Because it will be necessary to stably store the secondary waste produced by the treatment of  

contaminated water until the development of technologies for its processing and disposal, we will 
conduct studies of factors including hydrogen generation, heat generation, and corrosion, looking 
towards long-term storage of the waste.

3. Study of waste conditioning technologies
・ In addition to developing technologies essential to the waste conditioning (solidification 

technologies, etc.) based on existing technologies,  we will also conduct studies of the 
performance of solidified wastes.

4. Verification of applicability of existing disposal concepts, identification of problems and problem 
solving

・ Based on the findings concerning the performance of the solidified wastes obtained as a result of  
the item 3 above, we will verify the applicability of existing disposal concepts, identify the 
fundamental problems in relation to processing and disposal, and resolve those problems.

・ We will develop new technologies for the treatment and disposal of waste for which it is difficult to 
apply existing disposal concepts (see 3-2).

Item/Year Phase 1 Phase 2

2011 2012 2013
201
4 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

1. Study of properties of 
waste zeolite, sludge, etc.

2. Study of long-term 
storage evaluation

3. Study of waste  
conditioning technologies

4. Verification of 
applicability of existing 
disposal concepts , 
identification of problems
and problem solving

Implementation schedule

Elemental technology Application example

Waste conditioning technology (Cement solidification) 
Low-level radioactive 

waste

Waste conditioning technology (Vitrification) Returned vitrified waste

Container technologies for disposal (Drums)
Low-level radioactive 

waste

Container technologies for disposal (Others）
Low-level radioactive 

waste

Disposal concepts (Trench Disposal, Pit Disposal) －

Disposal concepts (Disposal in shallow pits) 

Low-level radioactive 
waste 

(Rokkasho Reprocessing 
Plant)

Disposal concepts (Yoyusindo disposal) －

Disposal concepts (Geological disposal) －

Examples of perspective technologies

Study of properties

Study of long-term storage
evaluation

Verification of applicability of 
existing disposal concept/

Identification of problems (Rubble, etc.)

Solution of problems of existing technologies

Study of  waste conditioning technologies

(end) (mid)(beginning)
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Within 10 
years ▽
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(3-2) Development of Technologies for Processing and Disposal of Radioactive Waste  
Necessity

Radioactive waste other than the secondary waste products generated by the treatment of contaminated water will include rubble and effluent from decontamination 
procedures. As in the case of the secondary waste products, it is predicted that the characteristics of these wastes will also differ from those of the radioactive waste 
produced normally by nuclear reactors. Because of this, it is essential to study characteristics of these wastes and to develop technologies for disposal, which defines 
the condition for completion of decommissioning. 

Details 
1. Study of characteristics of rubble, etc.
• We will conduct studies of the characteristics of rubble, harvested timber, soil, etc. (status of 

adherence of radioactive substances, etc.) necessary for the development of processing and 
disposal technologies.

2. Study of characteristics of wastes from decontamination, decommissioning, etc. and 
development of technologies for waste conditioning. 

• We will conduct studies of the characteristics of effluent produced during the decontamination of 
and waste produced by decommissioning.

• In addition to the above, we will develop technologies for the waste conditioning based on
existing technologies, and evaluate the performance of the waste package. 

3. Verification of applicability of existing disposal concepts and identification of problems
• Based on the outcomes of 1. and 2., we will verify the applicability of existing disposal concepts, 

and then identify and resolve problems regarding processing and disposal.

4. Development of technologies for the processing and disposal of waste for which it is difficult to 
apply existing disposal concepts

• We will develop new technologies for processing and disposal for the radioactive waste (including 
secondary waste products generated by the processing of contaminated water) for which it is 
difficult to apply existing disposal concepts .

Item / Fiscal year Phase1 Phase 2 Phase 3

2011 2012 2013
201
4 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

1．Study of characteristics  
of rubble, etc.

2．Study of characteristics of 
wastes from 
decontamination, 
decommissioning, etc. and 
development of 
technologies for waste 
conditioning

3．Verification of applicability 
of existing disposal 
concepts and identification 
of problems

4．Development of 
technologies for 
processing and disposal of 
the waste for which it is 
difficult to apply existing 
disposal concepts

Implementation schedule

Elemental technology Application example

Waste conditioning technology (Cement solidification) 
Low-level radioactive 

waste

Waste conditioning technology (Vitrification) Returned vitrified waste

Container technologies for disposal (Drums)
Low-level radioactive 

waste

Container technologies for disposal (Others）
Low-level radioactive 

waste

Disposal concepts (Disposal in shallow trenches) －

Disposal concepts (Disposal in shallow pits) 

Low-level radioactive 
waste 

(Rokkasho Reprocessing 
Plant)

Disposal concepts (Yoyusindo disposal) －

Disposal concepts (Geological disposal) －

Within a 10-year period
After 20―25

years
After 30―40

years

Development of technologies for and formulation of
concepts for processing and disposal of waste for which existing technologies are difficult to apply 

Verification of applicability of 
existing disposal concept/

Identification of problems (Rubble, etc.)

Solution for problems regarding 
existing technologies

Verification of applicability of 
existing disposal concept / 

Identification of problems  (Waste from disassembly, etc.) 

Solution for problems regarding 
existing technologies

(beginning) (mid) (end) 

36

Examples of perspective technologies

Study of characteristics of rubble, etc. Study of characteristics of wastes 
(Dependent on period of occurrence of specific waste product) / 

Development of technologies for waste conditioning
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